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Understanding steel column behavior under extreme events is necessary for the safe and efficient 
design of steel structures. To improve this understanding, steel columns that have experienced 
local flange damage as well as those subjected to a combined axial and lateral loading scheme 
are investigated. Educational tools to better visualize steel column behavior are also presented. 
Given the widespread use of steel structural systems, results from this work have the potential to 
save many lives through improved structural design and better evaluation of structural integrity 
following an extreme event. 
Locally flange damaged steel columns are investigated analytically and computationally to 
quantify the effect of damage extent and location on column load carrying capacity. Results from 
these studies indicate that the compressive strength of steel columns can be severely reduced 
following local flange damage. A simplified design model and empirical equation are presented 
for use by practicing engineers as a means of approximating this reduced capacity. 
To address extreme seismic events, steel columns subjected to a combined axial and cyclic 
lateral loading scenario are studied using detailed finite element models. Regression analysis 
indicates that the current seismic design guidelines are not conservative. A design aide is 
proposed for highly ductile members using the statistically significant parameters. 
Additional combined axial and monotonic lateral loading studies using analytical and 
computational models are undertaken to better understand column behavior. An increase in local 
buckling due to increased axial loads or lateral drift not only interrupts the load path, but also 
xxi 
 
weakens the boundary conditions. While the interruption due to local buckling alone is 
insignificant, the additional alteration of the boundary conditions can lead to lower axial 
capacities than expected. Modified effective length factors are proposed as a means of 
approximating the axial capacity of a column under this loading scenario.  
The ability to communicate and increase understanding of steel column behavior is addressed 
using newly developed virtual reality models that are deployed in the undergraduate steel design 
course. Quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the impact of these models on improving 








CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 GENERAL 
Steel columns are thin walled structural members that may be deliberately or accidentally 
damaged by the application of localized heating, cutting or out of plane forces on their 
component plates. Local damage may also be induced by loading scenarios associated with 
extreme events, e.g. the formation of local buckling in plastic hinge regions under seismic 
loading. Local damage can potentially interrupt the axial load path in a steel column, adversely 
affecting its collapse behavior and capacity.  
The behavior of locally damaged steel columns has received little attention so far despite broader 
implications for the integrity of the supported structure due to the susceptibility of these 
compromised columns to sudden compressive failure. To address this lack of knowledge, studies 
regarding the general behavior of locally flange damaged columns as well as how local 
instabilities affect the behavior of steel columns under combined axial and lateral loading 
schemes are presented in this work. Further introduction regarding each of these areas is 
presented below. 
1.1.1 Behavior of Locally Flange Damaged Steel Columns 
Several recent studies have investigated how blast and impact events cause damage in steel 
columns. Lee et al. (2009) investigated the behavior of wide flange columns subjected to blast 
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load as a part of an effort to mitigate blast-induced hazards in steel frame structures. Ferrer et al. 
(2010) used finite element modeling to evaluate the capacity of steel columns damaged by 
vehicle impact. These studies and others like them are examples of research in which the 
conditions leading to local damage were studied, but not the effect of such damage on the load 
carrying capacity of the column members, as is done herein. Little is known about the effect on 
axial capacity of even routine events, such as steel coupon removal from flanges, as shown in 
Figure 1-1.  
 
Figure 1-1. Steel coupon removal (Images courtesy of Gilsanz, Murray, Steficek LLP). 
1.1.2 Behavior of Steel Columns Subjected to Combined Axial and Cyclic Loading 
The fractures seen in steel moment resisting frame connections after the 1994 Northridge 
earthquake led to formation of the SAC Steel Project and multiple investigations regarding steel 
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moment frame design. The conclusions from these studies led to an increase in typical column 
cross-section depth due to more stringent requirements for strong column-weak beam criteria and 
balanced panel zone design. While deep (larger than W16) column sections now have 
widespread use in special moment resisting frames, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the 
sections under combined axial and reversed lateral loading. The fact that these deeper sections 
are more vulnerable to lateral torsional buckling and can be subjected to high axial loads due to 
seismically induced overturning moments indicates an urgent need to verify the structural 
integrity of column sections used in current seismic design. Another key concern is the 
development and growth of local buckling in plastic hinge regions as cyclic loading progresses, 
as observed both computationally and experimentally (Krishnan and Muto 2012, Lamarche and 
Tremblay 2011, Suita et al. 2007, Suita et al. 2008, Newell and Uang 2006). Since local flange 
and web buckling may interrupt the axial load path, these deep, slender sections may be 
particularly susceptible to a signifcant reduction in axial capacity, which neccessitates a better 
understanding of their behavior under seismic loading. 
1.2 OBJECTIVES 
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to understand column behavior, especially under 
extreme events. Several objectives are outlined below to address the concerns introduced 
previously. An additional educational research objective is presented as part of this work to aide 
instructors and students in communicating about and understanding column buckling behavior.  
1.2.1 Behavior of Locally Flange Damaged Steel Columns 
The objective of this work is to develop a greater understanding of the vulnerability of steel 
columns to localized damage. Using analytical techniques, supported by computational models, 
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the intent is to develop a simplified model that can be used to provide a quick and reasonable 
estimate of the residual capacity of compromised steel columns. Such information can be used 
by engineers to quickly assess column capacity in the presence of localized damage.   
1.2.2 Behavior of Steel Columns Subjected to Combined Axial and Cyclic Loading 
The objective of this study is to use computational models, validated with available test data, to 
address the following questions: 
 What is the quantitative effect of local buckling on the axial resistance of steel wide-
flange columns subjected to reversed lateral loading? In particular, how much of a role 
does local buckling as a result of seismic loading play in promoting progressive collapse? 
 Under what conditions does local buckling promote flexural and lateral-torsional 
buckling? How do synergistic effects between local and global buckling evolve under 
cyclic loading conditions?  
 Do the current general member requirements provided by AISC 341-10 Chapter D 
provide reliable design guidelines for wide-flange steel sections typically used in 
moment-resisting frames?  
While a wide range of sections will be investigated, emphasis will be placed on the behavior of 
steel wide-flange members particularly susceptible to local buckling. This information will be 
used to further the general understanding of steel column behavior and provide data for future 
guidelines on general member requirements for seismic design.  
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1.2.3 Visualization of Complex Spatial Arrangements using Virtual Reality 
The objective of this work is to develop virtual reality (VR) models and evaluate their impact 
using mixed methods. Ideally, these VR models will provide an interactive, exciting way for 
students to improve their understanding of complex spatial arrangements and encourage them to 
pursue a career in civil engineering. An evaluation of these tools will provide an understanding 
of what is difficult for students to grasp about complex spatial arrangements and how the VR 
tools are addressing those difficulties.  
1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION 
A brief description of each of the seven chapters of this report is provided below.  
Chapter 1: Introduction. A general overview of the motivation and objectives of this research is 
presented. The scope of this work and an introduction to the content to follow is also provided. 
Chapter 2: Collapse Resistance of Locally Flange Damaged Steel Columns. An analytical 
method in conjunction with detailed finite element models are presented as a means of predicting 
the reduced capacity of locally damaged steel columns. These tools are used to investigate the 
important parameters affecting column capacity in the event of localized flange damage. 
Simplified procedures that can be used in a design office as well an empirical equation that can 
be used in the field for predicting residual axial capacity are also presented. 
Chapter 3: Behavior of Steel Columns Subjected to Combined Cyclic Axial and Lateral 
Loading. Detailed finite element models that are validated using available experimental data are 
presented. An extensive parametric study is undertaken using the detailed finite element models 
and a statistical analysis is performed to determine the most influential parameters on predicting 
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the capacity of a section under a combined axial and cyclic loading scheme. A simple-to-use 
design aide is also presented as a supplement to current AISC seismic design guideline member 
requirements.  
Chapter 4: Behavior of Steel Columns Subjected to Combined Monotonic Axial and Lateral 
Loading. An analytical method that captures torsional and local instabilities is presented as a 
means of understanding the effects of various parameters on the capacity of steel columns. To 
better understand the critical components affecting steel column performance under a combined 
axial and lateral loading scheme, detailed finite element models are also presented. Modification 
of the effective length factor is proposed as a means of predicting the capacity of members 
subjected to this combined loading scheme. 
Chapter 5: Exploring Complex Spatial Arrangements in Virtual Reality. Virtual reality tools to 
aid student understanding of the behavior of structural components as they deform are presented. 
The impact of these tools on student learning using qualitative and quantitative methods is also 
discussed. 
Chapter 6: Summary and Conclusions. Key findings and contributions that can be extracted 
from this work are summarized. Recommendations for future research related to understanding 
column behavior under extreme events are also included.   
1.4 PUBLICATIONS FROM THIS DISSERTATION 
Chapter 2 is published in two journal papers. Chapter 3 has been accepted for publication. 
Chapter 4 is in preparation and will soon be submitted for publication. Chapter 5 is currently 
under review.  Details are listed below: 
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Fogarty, J., Yossef N.M., and El-Tawil, S. (2013). “Collapse Resistance of Locally Damaged 
Steel Columns.” J. of Constructional Steel Research, 82, 195–202. (Chapter 2) 
Yossef N.M., Fogarty, J., and El-Tawil, S. (2014). “Residual Compressive Strength of Flange-
Damaged Steel Columns.” J. of Structural Engineering. (Chapter 2) 
Fogarty, J. and El-Tawil, S. “Collapse Resistance of Steel Columns under Combined Axial and 
Lateral Loading” J. of Structural Engineering, Accepted. (Chapter 3) 
Fogarty, J. and El-Tawil, S. “Steel Column Behavior under Combined Axial and Lateral 
Loading,” In preparation. (Chapter 4) 
Fogarty, J., McCormick, J. and El-Tawil, S. “Improving Student Understanding of Complex 
Spatial Arrangements with Virtual Reality” J. of Engineering Education, Submitted May, 
2015. (Chapter 5) 
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CHAPTER 2  
COLLAPSE RESISTANCE OF LOCALLY DAMAGED STEEL COLUMNS 
2.1 GENERAL 
This chapter begins with an overview of the literature relevant to locally damaged steel columns 
and is followed by the presentation of an analytical model based on the variational Rayleigh-Ritz 
technique to quantify the effect of damage extent and location on column load carrying capacity. 
The results of an equilibrium based analytical approach are also discussed. Detailed finite 
element models that are validated using available experimental results are also presented and 
used to parametrically investigate column capacity in the presence of localized damage.  
2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Prior work evaluating the residual axial strength of laterally impacted steel columns has focused 
on tubular members used in offshore structures. Zeinoddini et al. (1999) first attempted to 
provide a more accurate model of a ship impact situation by assessing the dynamic stability of an 
axially pre-loaded steel tubular member through numerical models. They concluded that 
maintaining the axial pre-load during and after impact has the potential to significantly affect the 
residual capacity and stability of the member. An experimental set up was then devised by 
Zeinoddini et al. (2002) to provide benchmark data on the response of axially loaded steel tubes 
subjected to lateral dynamic impact loads.  
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Al-Thairy and Wang (2011) numerically investigated the effects of impact velocity, impact 
location, axial compressive load, impactor mass, and column slenderness ratio on the behavior 
and buckling of laterally impacted steel UC columns under axial pre-loading. The primary mode 
of failure for the axially unrestrained columns was global buckling and dependent on the level of 
impact kinetic energy. While large local flange distortion occurred at the impact location, the 
authors concluded that local distortion was a result and not cause of the global column failure.   
Trahair et al. (2005) explored the effect of out-of-tolerance crookedness on column behavior. 
They suggested that the deflection caused by an impact event can be regarded as an initial 
crookedness and used in computation of column capacity. They also noted that damaged 
columns can have significant residual capacity.  
Abd El-Lateef et al. (2001) investigated the elastic stability of columns in which holes were 
drilled. The investigation was conducted using a minimum potential energy technique and 
considered the effect of various boundary conditions as well as hole size and location. In a 
follow up study, Abd El-Lateef et al. (2001) extended their research to address columns with 
variable cross-sections and various types of loading conditions. The stability of eccentrically 
loaded steel columns with tapered and stepped cross-sections and the effect of initial 
imperfections was studied by Raftoyiannis and Ermopoulos (2005). The problem was addressed 
by solving the governing differential equations for buckling of a column with variable cross-
sections. Nonlinear finite element analyses were performed to verify the analytical results. The 
Abd El-Lateef et al. (2000 and 2001) and Raftoyiannis and Ermopoulos (2005) studies did not 




2.3 ANALYTICAL APPROACH 
2.3.1 Variational Approach 
A variational approach is used to gain insight into the effect of local damage on the critical 
buckling load of steel columns. The critical load of a flange-damaged column as depicted in 
Figure 2-1 is determined analytically using the Rayleigh-Ritz method with the following 
assumptions:  
 Perfect supports, i.e. no eccentricity. 
 Deformed shape is sinusoidal. 
 Damaged part does not affect the assumed deformed shape. 
 Lateral torsional buckling does not play a role in the response. 
 Elastic behavior. 
 Damage is symmetric, i.e. occurs to both flanges equally, and response is also symmetric, 




Figure 2-1. a) Centerline of column where the centroid of the middle segment is shifted due 
to damage and b) Column ilustrating damaged flange section. 
In Figure 2-1, a column is assumed to be comprised of 3 segments. Flange damage is assumed to 
occur in the middle portion. As a result, the damaged cross-section in the center segment is no 
longer bi-symmetric, creating an effective eccentricity, e, in axial loading on this segment.   
Using the Rayleigh-Ritz method (Chajes 1974, Cook et al. 2001), the energy functional for a 

















































Where L is the total member length, E is the modulus of elasticity, I is the moment of inertia, A is 
the cross-sectional area, u is the axial displacement, v is the lateral displacement, P is the applied 
axial load, and the use of a subscript implies differentiation with respect to the subscript. 
The second term is recast as follows. This is not only a simpler representation, but also takes 
advantage of the fact that utilizing a function instead of a derivative of the function generally 

























Thus the equation to describe the column in Figure 2-1, where the total length is divided into 
three lengths, l1, l2, and l3, and the subscript d refers to the damaged section properties 

























































The following functions are assumed to describe the deformed shape of a pinned-pinned column: 
 𝑢 = 𝑎𝑥 
2-4 







Where a and b are Rayleigh-Ritz variables. Equation 2-4 implies that the axial deformation 
varies linearly, while Equation 2-5 indicates that the assumed lateral deflection varies 







which is the exact Euler buckling load of the column. When  𝑒 ≠ 0 (damage is present as shown 
in Figure 2-1), and assuming that the column segments are thirds, variation of (2-3) with respect 




𝐿2[𝑏(3𝐼𝑑√3 + 3𝐼√3 + 4𝐼𝑑𝜋 + 2𝐼𝜋) + 12𝐼𝑒]
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Equation 2-7 is essentially a relationship between the applied axial load and the lateral 




3𝑃𝐼𝐿2√3 − 3𝑃𝐼𝑑𝐿2√3 + 2𝑃𝐼𝐿2𝜋 + 4𝑃𝐼𝑑𝐿2𝜋 + 6𝜋3𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑑
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Substituting b into (2-5) and plotting P with respect to v yields an elastic stability curve as seen 
in Figure 2-2 where the values for a 5.3 m W14x120 pinned-pinned column are employed. The 
influence of the damaged moment of inertia as well as the eccentricity are evident in (2-7) and 




Figure 2-2. Strength and elastic stability limits 
The effect of an initial imperfection can also be included in the energy functional. The initial 
imperfection, like the lateral deflection, is assumed to vary sinusoidally with a maximum 
deflection of L/500 at mid-height of the column. It can be integrated into (2-3) by modifying the 
second, fourth, and sixth terms that take into account flexural energy. For example, the addition 
of (2-9) to the lateral deflection, v, as it is multiplied by the applied axial load, P, as shown for 
the second term of (2-3) in (2-10) accounts for the additional bending energy caused by the 






























2.3.2 Equilibrium Approach 
An alternative approach using the principles of equilibrium was also developed in Yossef et al. 
(2014). In this approach, the governing differential equation for buckling of a column with non-
uniform cross section was formulated. By applying the necessary equilibrium and compatibility 
boundary conditions between the various column segments (shown in Figure 2-1), the problem 
was solved, yielding the solution obtained from the variational approach. Although considerably 
more complex than the variational method presented above, employing the equilibrium approach 
provides confidence that the solutions obtained above are reasonable. Comparison and validation 
of the equilibrium approach is discussed below. 
2.3.3 Plastic Capacity  
As an imperfect steel column is loaded, nonlinear geometric effects will cause an increase in the 
applied moments at all cross-sections within the column, causing the column to gradually buckle 
out of plane. The critical cross-section, i.e. the one where the demand to capacity ratio – in the 
axial-moment interaction sense - is highest, will form a plastic hinge precipitating failure of the 
column. The critical cross-section will more likely occur in the damaged segment, especially if it 
is in the middle, because the loss of portions of the flanges will reduce capacity in that region. 
The previous derivations pertain to elastic stability only and do not account for the inelastic 
behavior of the column. Using simple plastic analysis and enforcing the AISC-LRFD (2010) 
moment versus axial load interaction relationship in (2-11) for axial loads greater than 0.20Py, 
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the relation between applied axial load and v is derived as shown in (2-13), where v0 is the initial 
column imperfection, Mpd is the plastic moment capacity of the center (damaged) segment, and 















8𝐴𝑑𝑓𝑦(𝑣 + 𝑒 + 𝑣0) + 9𝑀𝑝𝑑
 
2-13 
The results of (2-13) are plotted in Figure 2-2 for the variational approach. Assuming no 
interaction between elastic stability response and inelastic behavior, the heavy curves in Figure 
2-2 are a representation of the load versus lateral deflection response of the column. 
With respect to the equilibrium based approach, the capacity of the undamaged column, 
designated Pu henceforth, is assumed to be reached when the elastic stability curve (obtained in 
Yossef et. al (2014)) intersects the plastic strength curve plotted by Equation 2-13. Figure 2-3 
shows the details of the computations for an undamaged column with different levels of initial 
imperfection. As shown in Figure 2-4 the presence of cross-sectional damage pushes down both 
elastic and plastic curves, lowering their intersection point, signifying a reduction in load 




Figure 2-3. Stability curves for an undamaged W14x120 with different initial imperfections 
(L=5.17 m). 
 
Figure 2-4. Maximum load carrying capacity for an undamaged column (W14x120, L=5.17 
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2.4 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH 
Two prototype columns are selected to investigate collapse resistance in the presence of local 
damage. The first is a 5.3 m W14x120 column, which represents a typical gravity column in a 
10-story building whose resistance to progressive collapse was studied by Khandelwal et al. 
(2008). Unlike columns in moment bays, which are primarily designed to provide lateral 
resistance and are therefore lightly loaded in compression, gravity columns generally carry a 
heavy axial load and can be particularly susceptible to localized damaged. To determine if the 
characteristics of the cross-section play a role in the behavior of the columns, a 5.3 m W30x124 
column is also investigated. This section is chosen due to its similar area but significantly 
different aspect ratio when compared with the W14x120 column. 
Both columns are discretized using the commercial software Hypermesh (2011) as shown in 
Figure 2-5. The columns are modeled using fully integrated Belytschko-Wong-Chiang shell 
elements. Rigid plate caps are attached at either end to distribute the applied loads over the entire 
cross section without causing local deformation. As shown in Figure 2-5, rotation around the 
web is permitted at the lower end, while rotation around the web and vertical (z) translation are 
permitted at the top end. An initial imperfection with an assumed sinusoidal shape with a 
maximum deflection of L/500 at the mid-height is implemented. This maximum imperfection is 
greater than the L/1000 assumed in AISC (2010) to indirectly account for residual stresses, 
which are not included in the simulation. Figure 2-5 shows an example of the models utilized 
herein and the imposed boundary conditions. 
After removal of the flanges in the center or end segment of the column to simulate flange 
damage (see Figure 2-5(a) and Figure 2-5(b), respectively), a displacement controlled load is 
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applied at the rate of 42.4 mm/sec to determine the capacity of the pinned-pinned column. The 
loading rate is selected through a trial and error process as a compromise to reduce 
computational run time while minimizing the dynamic effects associated with rapid loading. The 
models are built in the same general manner as those used in the validation scheme described 
next and solved on the LS-DYNA (2005) platform. 
 
Figure 2-5. Finite element model of column with (a) damaged center segment and (b) 
damaged end segment. 
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2.4.1 Finite Element Model Validation 
Zeinoddini et al. (2002) conducted tests of tubular members that were laterally impacted while 
subjected to a sustained axial load. These tests were the only ones the author was able to find that 
address steel column stability in the presence of localized damage. They therefore represent a 
unique opportunity to validate the finite element models developed in this work.  
2.4.1.1 Model Setup 
A detailed finite element model of the test set up is created using the commercial code LS-
DYNA (2005). The model involves five major components and its properties are based on the 
measured information reported in Zeinoddini et al. (2002). The tubular specimen, consisting of 
fully integrated Belytschko-Wong-Chiang shell elements, measures 1000 mm in length and 1.99 
mm in thickness with a center-to-center diameter of 99.98 mm. Material properties are listed in 
Table 2-1. Rigid links are used to connect the circumferential nodes to a central node at each end 
of the tubular specimen. The central node at the right end in Figure 2-6 is constrained against all 
translations and rotations. A spring with stiffness  1667.7 N/mm is attached to the central node 
on the left end (labeled A in Figure 2-6) and a node 350 mm to the left of the tubular specimen 
(labeled B in Figure 2-6). Both nodes A and B are constrained against all rotations and 
translations except for translation in the longitudinal direction.  An initial displacement was 
applied to node B to simulate the action of the hydrualic jack in the test, which applies an axial 





Table 2-1. Material Properties 
 
Figure 2-6. LS-Dyna model simulating experimental test setup performed by Zeinoddini et 
al. (2002). 
A small load is also placed on the tubular specimen at midspan to cause an initial imperfection of 
0.52 mm meant to imitate the measured out-of-straightness. To address the strain rate sensitivity 
that arises from the short impact duration, values of C=100 and q=10 for the Cowper-Symonds 
equation in LS-DYNA (2005) are incorporated in the tubular specimen material model.  These 
values were utilized by Zeinoddini et al. (1999) in their numerical model and reflect coefficients 
obtained from comparisons with existing experimental data for a similar material (Zeinoddini et 
a. 2008, Jones 1989). 
The striker consists of the indenter, load cells, and weight block. Each component is made up of 
fully integrated brick elements with material properites listed in Table 2-1. The total weight of 





Tubular Specimen 200,000 7.85E-09 498.5 532 
Indenter 206,820 7.75E-09 - - 
Load Cell 200,000 7.85E-09 - - 
Weight Block 200,000 3.27E-08 - - 
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the striker is 25.450 kg and impacts the tubular specimen with a velocity of 7 m/s. 
Interpenetration between all components is prohibited. 
2.4.1.2 Mesh Sensitivity 
A mesh sensitivity study is first performed to ensure that the mesh being used leads to reasonable 
results. The mesh used by Zeinoddini et al. (2008) was initially considered but due to the high 
aspect ratio of the elements near the region of impact, smaller elements with an aspect ratio 
closer to unity are chosen herein. The final mesh seen in Figure 2-6 is selected because there are 
insignificant changes in the results upon furthering mesh refinement. 
2.4.1.3 Indenter Model 
The shape of the indenter was not explicitly described in Zeinoddini et al. (2002) other than to 
say that it was “sufficiently rounded to avoid the occurrence of local tearing in the specimen”. 
The clearest image of the indenter can be seen in Figure 2-7a and two different approximations 
of the shape are utilized (Figure 2-7b and Figure 2-7c) to determine if the shape has any effect on 
the results. As seen in Table 2-2, the shape of the indenter plays a minor role in the amount of 
damage that occurrs to the tubular specimen. The indenter shape seen in Figure 2-7b is chosen 




Figure 2-7. a) View of indenter from experimental setup (Zeinoddini et al. 2008), b) 
Indenter shape B, and c) Indenter shape C. 
Table 2-2. Results from Different Indenter Shapes 
P/Py (%) Indenter Dent (mm) Bowing (mm) Shortening (mm) 
0 B 15.28 0.00 0.42 
 
C 15.42 0.02 0.45 
27 B 18.37 0.69 1.48 
 
C 18.42 0.73 1.46 
2.4.1.4 Simulation Results 
Loads corresponding to a percentage of the squash load (Py=πDtσy=300 kN) are applied to the 
tubular specimen in the manner mentioned above and either the damage or failure of the 
specimen is recorded. Table 2-3 lists the values for the dent, bowing, and shortening of the 
specimen measured from the locations indicated in Figure 2-8. Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10 
illustrate the similarities between the experimental and numerical simulations, while Figure 2-11 
shows that the axial load applied to the specimen, which decreases during the test due to 
shortening of the specimen, is well simulated by the finite element model. Table 2-3 also lists the 





Table 2-3. Comparison of Impact Test Results. 
 
 
Figure 2-8. Schematic view of an impacted tube and the resulting dent, bowing, and axial 








Original position of tube
 
Dent Bowing Shortening Final Axial Load 
P/Py Model Exp. Model Exp. Model Exp. Model Exp. 
0 17.90 15 0.96 1.8 0.56 0.3 - - 
0 17.90 16.28 0.96 2.2 0.56 0.4 - - 
25 21.70 21.5 1.80 3.0 1.68 - 0.24 - 
27 21.94 22 1.94 3.2 1.78 0.8 0.26 0.26 
50 27.57 25.3 4.49 5.6 3.27 2.3 0.49 0.44 
60 34.12 28.4 7.74 9.3 7.73 3.1 0.57 0.52 
62 38.00 30.1 10.45 10.4 9.37 3.4 0.58 - 
65 Specimen failed in experiment and also in simulation  
70 Specimen failed in experiment and also in simulation  




Figure 2-9. Post-impact view of a specimen with no axial pre-loading from experiment 




Figure 2-10. Post-impact view of a specimen with 70% axial pre-loading from experiment 




Figure 2-11. Comparison of experimental (solid lines) and numerical (dashed lines) time 
histories of axial load (Zeinoddini et al. 2002). 
While some discrepancies exist, the values from the simulation are generally deemed to match 
reasonably well with the experimental values, especially at lower load levels. Discrepancies 
between the simulation and experimental data are attributed to: 1) the fact that the boundary 
conditions are over constrained in the numerical model, e.g. full rotational fixation is assumed at 
the ends, but that is likely not the case in the experiments; 2) experimental scatter; and 3) 
differences in the assumption of imperfection values and distribution. As the loads approach 
those that cause failure of the tube, the numerical values become less accurate. However, despite 
the less accurate values at higher load levels, the model captured failure instability at 65% pre-
loading, unlike the numerical model created by Zeinoddini et al. (1999), which was unable to do 
so. Specifically, the proposed model fails at the 65%, 70%, and 72% loadings which is in accord 



































2.5 PARAMETRIC STUDY USING VARIATIONAL APPROACH 
A parametric study is performed using the variational approach to determine the effect that local 
flange damage has on the axial capacity of a column. The various simulation cases performed in 
the parametric study are referred to in the following manner:  
W14x120-X-LY-WZ 
Where X designates the location of damage as either Center (C) or End (E), Y indicates the 
amount of damage along the length as a percentage ranging from 6 (%) to 50 (%), which are 
lower and upper bounds of the amount of damage considered, and Z is the amount of an 
individual flange removed as a percentage ranging from 33 (%) to 100 (%). For example, 
W14x120-E-L6-W100 implies a column with end damage that extends 6% along the column and 
entails removal of the entire flange along that length.  
2.5.1 Location of Damage 
Flanges are removed from both the center and end segments of the W14x120 column to assess 
the effect of the location of damage. The comparison shown in Figure 2-12 indicates that damage 
to the center of the column is more detrimental to the resulting axial resistance with decreasing 
significance as the length of the damage increases. The percent difference of the axial capacities 
in the two different locations at the same length of damage ranges from 7-28%. This indicates 
that the location of the damage (end or center) is slightly more influential in cases where there is 




Figure 2-12. Relationship between axial capacity and location of damaged column segment. 
2.5.2 Initial Imperfection 
The importance of the initial imperfection of the W14x120 column is also considered. As 
expected, the axial capacity at all damage levels decreases as the initial imperfection increases, 
as shown in Figure 2-13. Moreover, the general trend of axial capacity versus length of damage 
remains the same. Clearly, the amount of initial imperfection plays an important role in overall 





































Figure 2-13. Relationship between axial capacity and initial imperfection. 
2.5.3 Assessment 
The simulation results from both of the above parameters show that axial load carrying capacity 
of the W14x120 column drops sharply when the flanges are removed. The drop in capacity 
increases as more of the flanges is removed along the length; however, the effect is mild. This 
observation implies that, for the W14 section, any interruption of the load path by damage to the 
flange is more influential than the length of damage along the column. 
2.5.4 Partial Flange Removal 
The above observations are based on simulations where the entire flange is removed along the 
assumed damaged length. The effect of partial flange removal within the cross-section along this 
length is studied to determine the effect of the amount of damage within the cross section. Table 






























column axial capacity. The reduction between the axial capacity of the W14x120-E-W100 and 
W14x120-E-W33 cases increases slightly as the amount of damage along the length increases as 
seen in the fourth column of Table 2-4. This trend is also evident for the W14x120-C cases. The 
differences, which are around half as seen in Table 2-4, indicate that the amount of damage in 
the cross section has a significant effect on the reduction of the axial capacity, as expected. 
However, while there is still a sharp drop when flanges are removed as seen in Figure 2-14, the 
severity of this drop is heavily influenced by the amount of damage within the cross-section. 





Axial Capacity (%) % 
Reduction
b 












L6 94.6 47.3 50.0 74.4 36.3 51.2 
L10 88.2 43.6 50.6 70.1 33.5 52.2 
L20 81.4 39.3 51.7 66.5 31.1 53.2 
L30 74.5 34.6 53.5 63.0 29.0 54.0 
L40 68.9 31.6 54.1 61.3 27.4 55.3 
L50 64.6 29.2 54.8 59.9 26.9 55.1 
aWZ indicates the percentage (Z) of flange removed within the cross-section. 




Figure 2-14. Relationship between axial capacity and damage extent within cross-section. 
2.5.5 Asymmetric Damage 
The effect of asymmetric damage is also investigated for the W14x120 column by removing only 
one of the flanges seen damaged in the cross-sections of Figure 2-1. Variations in the amount of 
damage along the length and within the cross-section previously studied in the symmetric case 
are investigated as shown in Figure 2-15. Despite the asymmetric damage, global buckling 
remains the predominant mode of failure observed in each of the finite element models with 
varying amounts of damage along the length of the column. The difference between the axial 
capacity of a column with 1/3 of the flange removed and the full flange removed remains on 
average 29% for the different cases of amount of flange removal along the length. This value is 
slightly more than half of the lowest percent difference seen in the symmetric case and implies a 
less significant effect on the reduction in axial capacity. There is also only an 11% difference 


































column with 50% of the flanges removed along the length. These values again support previous 
observations about the significant effect of interruption of the load path.  
 
Figure 2-15. Relationship between axial capacity and damage extent within cross-section 
for aysmmetric damage case. 
2.5.6 W30x124 Modeling 
Simulations show that removal of elements from the center of the column results in behavior that 
is similar to the W14x120 section. In particular, there is a sharp initial drop followed by a mild 
decrease in axial capacity as more elements are removed along the length of the column. 
However, removing elements from the end segment of the column yields a more gradual 

































Figure 2-16. Relationship between axial capacity and damage extent within cross-section. 
Viewing the simulations of both the W14 and W30 column in the case where 6% of the elements 
were removed along the length shows that there are substantial differences in how the columns 
behave when loaded. In the W14 case, a plastic hinge forms at the location of the damage, 
whether it is centered or at the end. However, in the W30 case, a plastic hinge forms at the center 
of the column regardless of the location of the damage. The reason for the differences in 
behavior stems from differences in the geometry between the two cross-sections. The W14 
section has larger flanges (bf = 14.7 in) than the W30 section (bf = 10.5 in). Hence removal of 
flanges in the W14 section 1) weakens the axial capacity of the section considerably more and 2) 
creates a substantially greater eccentricity than in the W30 case. These effects promote an 
unfavorable axial/flexural interaction in the damaged W14 section when the damage occurs at 































the W30 section’s ends do not yield despite the damage, leaving the member to be dominated by 
behavior at the member’s center, where the moment due to the initial imperfection is greatest.     
These results suggest that the location of the localized damage can play an influential role in 
certain types of cross-sections, especially those with more square aspect ratios, which are 
popular for gravity columns. 
2.5.7 Comparison of Variational and FEM Results 
The finite element solution is plotted versus the analytical solution shown in Figure 2-2 for the 
case of W14x120-C-L20-W100. The numerical and analytical curves appear to match at the 
beginning and end, but deviate in the middle. However, the peak load predicted by the analytical 
model is a reasonable approximation of the numerical data as shown in Figure 2-17 with the 
percent errors for each case given in Table 2-5 and Table 2-6. The W14x120-C-L6-W100 and 
W30x124-C-L20-W100 cases present the largest percent errors with the maximum being 15.1%. 
In the W14x120 cases, the analytical solution is more conservative than the FEM whereas the 




Figure 2-17. Relationship between axial capacity and length of damaged center column 

























































Table 2-5. W14x120-C-100 
Table 2-6. W30x124-C-W100 
 
2.6 MODELING FOR DESIGN 
As previously noted, Figure 2-2 suggests that the peak finite element solution is reasonably close 
to the intersection of the Rayleigh-Ritz solution (‘stability’ curve in Figure 2-2) and the plastic 
strength solution (‘strength’ curve in Figure 2-2). Of the two curves (stability and strength), the 
former is not easy to compute in a design office setting. However, a simplified design-oriented 
model (henceforth designated DM) can be constructed to facilitate the design computations. To 
achieve this objective, a model resembling Figure 2-1 is created using linear elastic beam-
column elements and a geometrically nonlinear analysis is conducted under increasing axial 
loading. Such an analysis is within the reach of most structural analysis software used in design 
Flange Removed 






L6 2022 2300 12.1 
L10 1968 2122 7.3 
L20 1849 1970 6.2 
L30 1746 1840 5.1 
L40 1663 1740 4.4 
L50 1597 1708 6.5 
cDifference of FE and R-R values divided by FE value. 
Flange Removed 






6 1985 2013 1.4 
10 1864 1740 -7.2 
20 1644 1428 -15.1 
30 1484 1325 -12.0 
40 1366 1214 -12.4 
50 1286 1160 -10.9 
    
dDifference of FE and R-R values divided by FE value. 
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offices. Figure 2-18 shows that the difference between the Rayleigh-Ritz solution and the 
simplified model is small. Compared to the finite element models as shown in Table 2-7 and 
Table 2-8, it is clear that DM is reasonably accurate in providing a similar approximation to the 
analytical solution obtained using the Rayleigh-Ritz method. This observation indicates that the 
simplified model is useful in providing a quick estimate of the reduced axial capacity due to 
localized column damage for cross-sections similar to the ones studied herein. Additional studies 
covering a broad set of cross-sections are needed to generalize this observation. 
 
Figure 2-18. Comparison of design model, Rayleigh-Ritz, and FE models 
 
Strength
50% Flanges Removed FEM
50% Flanges Removed DM
50% Flanges Removed Rayleigh- Ritz
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Table 2-7. W14x120-C-W100 DM Comparison with FE and R-R Models 
Table 2-8. W30x124-C-W100 DM Comparison with FE and R-R Models 
 






L6 2033 2014 1.0 2033 1985 2.4 
L10 1837 1740 5.6 1837 1864 -1.5 
L20 1610 1428 12.7 1610 1644 -2.1 
L30 1454 1325 9.7 1454 1484 -2.0 
L40 1352 1215 11.3 1352 1336 1.2 
L50 1275 1160 9.9 1275 1286 -0.9 
gDifference of DM and FE values divided by FE value. 
hDifference of DM and R-R value divided by R-R value. 
2.7 PARAMETRIC STUDY USING EQUILIBRIUM APPROACH 
Extensive simulations were conducted using the equilibrium approach outlined in Yossef et al. 
(2014) to explore the effect of various influential parameters on column response. The 
parameters considered include column cross-section, length of damaged segment, damage 
location, amount of flanges removed in the damaged segment, column slenderness and initial 
imperfection. One hundred seventy two variations were analyzed to fully investigate the effect of 
these parameters and develop an empirical equation for quickly determining column capacity. 
Table 2-9 shows a list of the selected parameters.  
 
 
DM FEM % Difference
e 
DM R-R % Difference
f 
L6 2014 2251 -10.5 2014 2022 -0.4 
L10 1930 2111 -8.6 1930 1968 -1.9 
L20 1825 1945 -6.2 1825 1849 -1.3 
L30 1713 1840 -6.9 1713 1746 -1.9 
L40 1649 1740 -5.2 1649 1663 -0.8 
L50 1599 1708 -6.4 1599 1597 0.2 
eDifference of DM and FE values divided by FE value. 
fDifference of DM and R-R value divided by R-R value. 
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2.7.1 Comparison Between Variational and Equilibrium Approaches 
The comparisons are shown in Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-20 for the W14x120 and W30 x124 
columns, respectively. The plots are for columns for which half of the flange is removed along 
the central segment and the central segment length varies from 0 (no damage) to half the column 
length. It is clear that the variational analytical solution matches well with both the finite element 
and Rayleigh-Ritz results. 
 
Figure 2-19. Comparison between analytical, FE model, and Rayleigh-Ritz solutions 















Removed length (l2) / total length
Analytical model
FE Model [Fogarty et al. 2013] 








Figure 2-20. Comparison between analytical, FE model, and Rayleigh-Ritz solutions 
(W30x124, L = 5.17 m, l1 = l2 = l3, fy = 345 MPa, a0/L = 0.002) 
2.8 EMPIRICAL MODEL 
2.8.1 Best Fit Equation 
All the parameters studied in Table 2-9 are plotted in aggregate in Figure 2-21, which shows the 
relationship between 𝑃𝑢𝑑/𝑃𝑢 & Ad/A. The data covers all of the parameters considered in the 
equilibrium approach, i.e. different damaged segment lengths, damage locations, amount of 
damage in the cross-section, column slenderness, and initial imperfections. The results remain in 
a narrow band in the figure suggesting that the ratio of the damaged to undamaged column cross-
sectional area, Ad/A, is an important parameter for predicating the residual load carrying capacity 



















Removed length (l2) / total length
Analytical model
FE Model [Fogarty et al. 2013] 







 𝑃𝑢𝑑/𝑃𝑢 = 4.64 (𝐴𝑑/𝐴)
2 − 5.80(𝐴𝑑/𝐴) + 2.16 
2-14 
 
Figure 2-21. Relationship between maximum load carrying capacity versus Ad/A 
When the column has not suffered a permanent global imperfection due to the damage initiating 
event, then Pu can be computed using code equations. Otherwise, it can be computed as the 
intersection of the stability curve and the plastic strength solution as shown in Figure 2-4. Of the 
two curves (stability and strength), the former is not easy to compute and the design model 
presented above provides a simplified way to facilitate the calculation. This alternative approach 
is within the reach of most structural analysis software used in design offices and can be used to 
compute Pu for a given initial imperfection. 
Pud/Pu = 4.64(Ad/A)

























Pud /Pu = 4.64(Ad/A)
2 – 5.80(Ad/A) +2.16
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2.8.2 Validation of Empirical Model 
To show that Equation 2-14 yields reasonable answers, its results are compared to data from the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method and detailed finite element models presented above. Table 2-10 shows the 
column capacity based on these three methods for a column with L=530 cm, fy =345 MPa, a0 
=0.002L, and a centrally damaged segment of 0.3L. Differences of 2.3% to 8.4% between the 
proposed equation and available data provide confidence that Equation 2-14 is yielding realistic 
results. 
Table 2-10. Comparison between Equation 2-14, R-R Method, and FE 
Additional finite element simulations using models similar to those developed previously were 
created to provide a comprehensive comparison to Equation 2-14. In the previous study, detailed 
finite element models of W14x120 and W30x124 columns with various amounts of damage both 





Results from Rayleigh-Ritz and Computational Work 
Pud (kN) Analytical Difference F.E Difference 
W14x120 1787 1746 2.3% 1840 3% 
W30x124 1447 1484 2.5% 1325 8.4% 
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similar modeling techniques to those employed in creating the finite element models to replicate 
the results from an experimental study by Zeinoddini et al. (2002).  
The additional columns are modeled in this study using fully integrated Belytschko-Wong-
Chiang shell elements. Rigid plate caps are attached at either end to distribute the applied loads 
over the entire cross section without causing local deformation. As shown in Figure 2-22, 
rotation around the web is permitted at the lower end, while rotation around the web and vertical 
(z) translation is permitted at the top end. The geometry is modified to include an initial 
imperfection that assumes a sinusoidal shape with a maximum deflection of L/500 at mid-height. 
This maximum imperfection is greater than the L/1000 assumed in AISC (2006) to indirectly 
account for residual stresses, which are not included in the simulation.  
 
Figure 2-22. Finite element models of a W18x119 column with 0.2L damage at a) center 








The additional column sections that are modeled, as shown in Figure 2-22, include W18x119, 
W21x111, W27x178, W33x201, and W36x194 with a centrally damaged segment of 0.2L or 
0.34L. All of these columns were not used in the calibration of Equation 2-14 to ensure that this 
is a true validation exercise. To investigate the location of damage, flanges are removed at the 
middle of the column and at quarter height. The comparison of the data is summarized in Table 
2-11 and Table 2-12, respectively, and collectively plotted against Equation 2-14 in Figure 2-23. 
The naming scheme in Figure 2-23 signifies the characteristics of the case considered, e.g. 
Quarter-0.2L-W66 means that the center of the damaged segment is located at quarter length 
from the bottom, is 0.2L long and that 66% of the flange is removed. Figure 2-22 also provides 
insight into the naming scheme.  
 



















Center - 0.2L - W33
Center - 0.2L - W66
Center - 0.2L - W100
Quarter - 0.2L - W100
Center - 0.34L - W100
Quarter - 0.34L - W100
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W18x119 3116 3490 11% 2031 2403 15% 
W21x111 3337 3382 1.3% 2277 2296 0.8% 
W27x178 5833 6590 11% 4013 4525 11% 
W33x201 6778 7322 7.4% 4728 5311 11% 
W36x194 5330 6630 20% 3866 4575 16% 
*Solution computed from FE model for damage in column center (0.2L length) and 1/3 of the flange removed 
**Solution computed from FE model for damage in column center (0.2L length) and 2/3 of the flange removed. 
 











W18x119 1798 2032 12% 2297 22% 
W21x111 1780 1962 9.0% 2224 20% 
W27x178 3126 3764 17% 3947 21% 
W33x201 3635 4167 13% 4411 18% 
W36x194 3076 3534 13% 4177 26% 
* Solution computed from FE model for damage in column center (0.2L length), full flange removed 




With errors ranging from 0.8 to 20 percent (Table 2-11) and averaging 10.5%, the capacities of 
columns with various amounts of damage within the cross-section in the center are reasonably 
predicted by Equation 2-14. Errors for the simulations where the location is not at the center of 
the column (Table 2-12) are higher and range from 9 to 26 percent (with an average of 17.1%) 
for damage at quarter height.  
2.8.3 Application and Limitations of Best Fit Equation 
Equation 2-14 is intended to estimate the residual load-carrying capacity for columns with 
symmetric, localized flange damage for W-shape columns buckling about their weak axis for a 
pin-pin situation. As shown above, the results become more conservative when the damage 
occurs away from the center segment. Common techniques used for adjusting strength as a 
function of boundary conditions can be employed to account for the site-assessed boundary 
conditions as needed, although selection of a pin-pin condition is conservative for a braced 
structure and is the only boundary condition utilized in this study. 
Common sense should be exercised when selecting the variables to go into the equation. For 
example the engineer assessing damage should conservatively estimate how much of the flange 
is “damaged” and therefore no longer effective. Clearly this is a subjective process and its 
accuracy depends on the competence and experience of the engineer.   
When the initial imperfection of the column has not been adversely affected by the damage 
incident, reasonable values for ao are L/500, which accounts for the L/1000 tolerance specified in 
AISC and another L/1000 to account for residual stresses. When the damaging event causes an 
out of straightness to occur, the maximum measured value can be used instead.  
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Equation 2-14 should not be applied to a column that is expected to buckle about its strong axis 
or in an unbraced structure. Also, the equation conservatively assumes that symmetric flange 
damage occurs and will yield conservative results when the damage is localized to only one 
flange. Further research is needed to address situations beyond the conditions for which Equation 
2-14 was generated.  
2.9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Numerical and analytical solutions were presented for the case of a steel column with localized 
flange damage. The first analytical model was developed using a variational scheme and the 
results were compared to data from detailed finite element models that were validated through 
comparisons with experimental results. Results from an analytical approach based on the 
governing differential equation for buckling of a column with a non-uniform cross-section were 
compared with the values obtained using a variational analytical method as well as with detailed 
finite element models validated using available experimental data. In spite of the limiting 
assumptions made in developing the analytical models, the results are valuable because they shed 
light on the main variables that influence the problem.   
Results from the finite element model indicate that the axial capacities of the columns considered 
in this work are sensitive to localized flange damage, dropping 60% when a small part of the 
flange (6% along the length) is removed in the central portion of the column. The axisymmetric 
damage cases experienced the smallest reduction whereas the W14x120-C-W100 and W30x124-
C-W100 cases experienced the largest reduction in axial resistance. While the various parameters 
investigated have different effects on the magnitude of the reduced axial capacity, they all 
exhibit the same overall trend of an initial sharp reduction followed by mild decrease with 
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increasing amounts of damage along the length for the W14x120 column. However, this trend 
was not seen in the W30x124-E cases implying that the aspect ratio of the column plays an 
important role in the rate at which the axial resistance reduces with respect to the amount of 
damage along the length of the column. A simplified design model was proposed to enable a 
practical approach for obtaining the stability curve and predicting the reduced axial capacity.  
Maximum errors of 2.4% between the DM and the variational analytical model and 12.7% 
between the DM and the detailed finite element model were obtained indicating that the design 
model provides a reasonable approximation of the reduced axial capacity for the types of cross-
sections studied.     
All three techniques correlated well and showed that compressive strength can be severely 
reduced in the presence of local flange damage. Most importantly, the capacity of the damaged 
column relative to its original capacity is primarily a function of the ratio of the cross-sectional 
area in the damaged segment to the area of the undamaged cross-section. The trend correlating 
these two ratios was insensitive to the type of cross-section considered indicating its general 
versatility for use in estimating the axial compressive capacity of flange-damaged columns.  
An empirical equation was derived based on the results of the equilibrium-based parametric 
study. The format of the equation is chosen to be simple so that practicing engineers can use it to 
quickly approximate the capacity of a steel column that has undergone localized flange damage. 
The equation is shown to be reasonably accurate for the range of variables and cross-sections 




CHAPTER 3  
BEHAVIOR OF STEEL COLUMNS SUBJECTED TO COMBINED AXIAL AND 
CYCLIC LATERAL LOADING 
3.1 GENERAL 
This chapter presents an overview of the relevant literature and introduces the current seismic 
design guidelines. Detailed finite element models are then presented that were validated based on 
the limited available experimental data. An extensive parametric study is performed to determine 
the effect of various geometric parameters on the axial resistance of deep, slender sections. A 
simple-to-use design aid is presented as a supplement to current AISC seismic design guidelines. 
3.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Seismic loads can cause extreme deformation demands or forces on structural components and 
thus reduce the integrity and capacity of a structural system. Collapse of a structure under 
seismic loading is defined as the inability of the system to continue to support gravity loads 
during an earthquake. The loss of stiffness and strength in structural components can result in 
partial or total collapse of a structure during or after a severe seismic event (Zareian et al. 2010). 
The collapse of a structure during seismic events is typically classified as either sidesway or 
vertical. Significant P-delta effects resulting from a reduction in the load carrying capacity of the 
lateral load resisting structural components can lead to system instability and thus collapse in a 
sidesway manner (Takizawa and Jennings 1980). Vertical (progressive) collapse can result from 
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one or more gravity load bearing structural components failing and triggering adjacent 
component failure (Zareian et al. 2010), i.e. leading to progressive vertical collapse.  
Modeling and predicting the collapse of structures under seismic loads is complex due to the 
uncertainty associated with ground motion and building model attributes as well as the 
complexity and computational effort required to run nonlinear dynamic analyses, especially up to 
and during collapse. Regardless of these challenges, many have expressed a need to further the 
state of knowledge regarding the limit state of collapse under seismic loads due to the severe 
consequences of partial or total failure. However, the majority of studies to date have focused on 
sidesway collapse (Lignos 2008), even though it is recognized that the loss of axial load carrying 
capacity of a column within a structure during a seismic event can lead to progressive vertical 
collapse. 
Past research in progressive vertical collapse has focused primarily on the vulnerability of 
reinforced concrete columns (Moehle et al. 2002, Setzler and Sezen 2008, Wu et al. 2010). This 
was motivated by column failures in reinforced concrete structures built prior to modern seismic 
design guidelines. Column failure and subsequent pancake collapses of reinforced concrete 
buildings during seismic events have been attributed to the lack of ductile detailing in older 
structures (Wu et. al 2010). In contrast, much less research has been devoted to steel columns, 
and little is known about the degradation in axial capacity that they may suffer as a result of 
lateral seismic loading. 
3.2.1 Computational Studies 
Krishnan and Muto (2012) investigated the response of tall steel buildings subjected to severe 
seismic excitations. The results of their simulations indicate that a collapse mechanism occurs 
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when plastic hinges form at the top of all columns in an upper story and at the bottom of all 
columns in a lower story to create a “quasi-shear band (QSB).” When the overturning moment 
from the inertia of the upper block of stories overrides the capacity of the plasticized QSB, a 
sidesway collapse mechanism is initiated. The mechanism is then overtaken by gravity once the 
quasi shear band is destabilized by seismic waves imparting a velocity to the base stories in the 
opposite direction of the block of stories above the QSB. This collapse mode was predicted by 
Lignos et al. (2011) and observed in full scale 4-story steel moment frame shake table tests 
performed by Suita et al. (2008). However, Krishnan and Muto note that many numerical models 
of steel strutcures do not include the effect of local flange buckling even though it may play a 
critical role in a structure subjected to a multi-cycle seismic excitation. 
Newell and Uang (2006) computationally investigated the behavior of three W27 sections and 
noticed severe local flange and web buckling. Significant strength degradation was noticed as a 
result of the local buckling and several of their models were unable to complete the applied 
loading sequence. The deep columns were unable to withstand the combination of a high axial 
load and lateral cyclic load that are possible under an extreme seismic event. The rapid 
degredation seen in this numerical study due local buckling was also observed by Lignos and 
Krawinkler (2011) in their database for deterioration of steel component modeling that focused 
on wide-flanged steel beams. 
Elkady and Lignos (2014) also computationally investigated deeper sections under a combined 
axial and cyclic loading scheme, focusing on the axial shortening and pre-capping rotations of 
typical first-story interior columns. They recommend a reduction in the current AISC high 
ductility compactness limits for sections used in lower stories of special moment systems, but 
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note that their results are dependent on the applied loading and boundary conditions and do not 
consider different member lengths. 
3.2.2 Experimental Studies 
Testing specimens or subassemblages all the way up to collapse is dangerous and expensive, 
which has limited experimental research in this area. With the objective of providing 
experimental data for calibration of inelastic, cyclic models, Vian and Bruneau (2001, 2003) 
conducted shake table tests on 15 four-column frame specimens (SDOF) up to collapse. Their 
experiment is meant to be applicable to both steel and concrete structures that generally exhibit a 
bilinear behavior. They concluded that the stability coefficient had the most significant effect on 
the probability of collapse of the frame.  As the stability factor increased, the level of ductility, 
sustainable drift, and spectral acceleration withstood by the system decreased.   
While columns are often the most critical components of structures susceptible to damage under 
seismic loading, little research has focused on the behavior of steel columns subject to these 
loading scenarios. Lamarche and Tremblay (2011) performed full scale compression buckling 
tests on steel columns subjected to monotonically and cyclically applied concentric as well as 
eccentric axial loading. The experimental results were then compared with a model created in the 
OpenSees framework using nonlinear beam-column elements with cross-section fiber 
discretization. Lamarche and Tremblay determined that inclusion of residual stresses can lead to 
reductions of up to 30% of the compressive strength of the steel columns and can potentially 
make the difference as to whether or not a column will buckle under seismic loading. The 
authors concluded that local buckling in centrally loaded columns did not significantly impact 
the column post-buckling axial strength based on the quasi-static cyclic test of a W12x87 
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column. However, local flange buckling did occur before global buckling when the column had 
an eccentric axial load in the experimental test. The axial capacity predicted by the numerical 
models in the eccentric loading case was higher than that seen in the experimental column most 
likely due to the lack of inclusion of local buckling effects in the OpenSees framework.  
Lignos and Krawinkler (2009) analyzed experimental data of 115 tubular steel beam-column 
members subjected to combined axial compression and bending. The major observation was the 
rapid deterioration of column strength for depth to thickness ratios exceeding 30 combined with 
high axial load ratios exceeding 30% of the nominal capacity. This conclusion was also observed 
in the four-story full-scale collapse test at the E-Defense facility.  Suita et al. (2008) subjected a 
full-scale steel moment frame building to both design-level ground motions as well as much 
larger ground motions to obtain data on real structural behavior up to collapse that could be 
compared to numerical simulations. The four story building they tested was designed based on 
current Japanese code requirements and subjected to a ground motion record from the 1995 Kobe 
earthquake.  Due to improvements in the moment connection design and the depth to thickness 
ratio of the tubular steel columns that was equal to 30, local buckling occurred in the columns 
causing a weak story collapse mechanism instead of an overall sway mechanism.  Further 
information about the deformation and progression of damage can potentially be used to 
compare with analytical models in the future. 
Nakashima and Liu (2005) tested 1:10 scale tubular steel specimens under combined axial and 
cyclic loading. A range of axial load levels resulted in different observed failure modes with 
columns under higher axial loads reaching their maximum strength at lower lateral drift ratios 
and exhibiting a local “elephant-foot” buckling failure mode. The columns were unable to 
sustain the large (P/Py=0.6) applied axial load at drift levels of 4%. 
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Newell and Uang (2006) experimentally investigated nine full-scale W14  steel sections meeting 
the ANSI/AISC 341-05 seismic compactness requirements under a combined axial compression 
and biaxial flexure loading sequence. They developed a statistically based loading scheme using 
rainflow counting to represent the expected number and distribution of cycles, maximum and 
cumulative drift, and maximum drift seen by a first story column using computational analyses 
of 3-story and 7-story buckling resistant braced frames (BRBF) subjected to 20 ground motions. 
An initial gravity load was applied and followed by in-phase, increasing amplitude cyclic axial 
load and story drift. Flange local buckling was observed in all but one specimen, but the level of 
buckling was considered insignificant at drift levels far exceeding the maximum expected drift 
for a BRBF. The authors concluded that this was due to the stocky nature of the chosen columns.  
The tests performed by Newell and Uang (2006) also indicated that the initial residual stress 
distribution did not significantly affect the axial load-moment interaction or moment versus drift 
response. Nakashima et al. (1990) conducted small scale tests on 42 compact wide-flange steel 
columns subjected to axial and monotonic lateral loading. The three columns with the largest 
slenderness ratios under an axial load greater than or equal to P/Py=0.3 were the only specimens 
to exhibit local buckling. The local buckling did not result in a significant change in the load 
deflection behavior. Lateral torsional buckling was also considered negligible in the study due to 
the fact that it only occurred after every specimen had reached the maximum first-order end 
moment and was a result of local flange buckling at an earlier stage in the loading scheme. Based 
on a survey of 224 experimental tests on wide-flange steel beam-columns subjected to combined 
concentric axial loading and monotonic lateral loading, Nakashima (1994) also concluded that 
the residual stresses and initial out of straightness did not significantly affect the ductility ratio. 
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Lignos (2008) performed shake table tests on two 1:8 scale models of a four story steel perimeter 
moment resisting frame structure. Due to weight limitations of the shake table being used, only 
half of the four-story structure was physically created. A mass simulator frame was created to 
support the masses and gravity loads of half of the structure since the gravity loads were 
necessary for modeling P-delta effects and sidesway collapse. Plastic point hinges were attached 
at the ends of all beams and columns to simulate the strength and stiffness properties of plastic 
hinge regions in the prototype structure. Both models collapsed due to a 3-story mechanism, with 
plastic hinges forming at the top of the third story column despite the fact that the structures 
fulfilled the strong column weak beam criterion. Lignos stressed the importance of having 
accurate deterioration models when comparing the results of a simple analytical model to the 
behavior of the physical test frame. He noted the importance of the post-capping rotation 
capacity for predicting collapse capacity analytically. The pre-test and post-test simple analytical 
model used by Lignos led to the conclusion that predicting collapse of a structure with 
reasonable accuracy using an analytical model is at least feasible. 
Cheng et al. (2013) subjected six deep wide-flange cantilever sections to a constant axial load 
combined with a cyclic lateral displacement up to 0.02 rads and then monotonic lateral 
displacement until failure. The failure mechanism for each section was attributed to local 
instabilities. The authors also noted that individual plate limits common in most current design 
specifications, and AISC (2010) in particular, may not adequately predict the behavior of the 
sections due to interaction between the flange and web elements. Zargar et al. (2014) 
investigated a 1:8 scale W36x652 subjected to large drifts under high axial demands. The 
dominant modes of failure for this particular section under various cyclic and monotonic loading 
histories are lateral-torsional buckling and web local bucking. The Cheng et al. (2013) and 
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Zargar et al. (2014) studies are the only existing experimental studies the authors could find that 
specifically focused on deep steel sections subjected to combined axial and lateral loading, 
highlighting the lack of data in this area. More importantly, the fact that the deep steel members 
in these studies experienced significant local buckling and failure under drifts less than 0.04 rads 
shows that there is a need for further investigation.  
3.3 CURRENT AISC SEISMIC DESIGN GUIDELINES 
To choose appropriate sections to investigate for the first objective and achieve the second 
objective, a summary of the current design guidelines which are based on individual plate 
slenderness limitations is useful. General requirements are outlined in Chapter D of the Seismic 
Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings (ANSI/AISC 2010) for both moderately and highly 
ductile steel members and are summarized for highly ductile column members in Table 3-1. As 
defined in the specification (ANSI/AISC 2010), a highly ductile member is one that is “expected 
to undergo significant plastic rotation (more than 0.04 rad) from either flexure or flexural 
buckling under the design earthquake.” Table 3-1 indicates that the flange width-to-thickness 
(b/t) ratio is based solely on material properties, E and Fy, while the web width-to-thickness 
(h/tw) ratio is determined by these properties as well as Ca=Pu/φcPy, which is the ratio of the 
required strength, Pu, to available strength, Py=FyAg, multiplied by the strength reduction factor 
for compression, φc = 0.90. Limitations for the width-to-thickness ratios, λhd for highly ductile 
members, are shown in Figure 3-1 for the specific material properties of the members used in 
this study (discussed later on). The current member requirements for the width-to-thickness 
ratios are based on small scale, compact sections subjected to axial compression and pure 
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Figure 3-1. Selected columns' slenderness ratios with respect to seismic design guideline 
limits 
Based on the current design guidelines as well as the behavior seen in the limited experimental 
studies conducted to date, the parameters of interest include the flange and web width-to-
thickness ratios, the length of the column, the level of applied axial load, and the boundary 
conditions. The slenderness ratios of the column as well as variation in the applied axial load are 
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deeper sections to lateral torsional buckling indicates a need to study the length and boundary 
conditions of these members under a combined axial and cyclic loading scheme.  
3.4 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 
To investigate the collapse behavior of steel columns and the current AISC seismic design 
guidelines, a number of carefully selected wide flange column members are subjected to a 
combined axial and cyclic lateral load protocol using finite element simulation.  
3.4.1 Prototype Column Selection 
Typical column cross-sections found in the steel prototype buildings commissioned by the 
National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) and the SAC Steel Project are the basis for 
the selected sections in this study (Khandelwal et al. 2008). These columns consist of sections 
that make up the lateral load resisting frame on the first or second story of a structure where axial 
loads are expected to be largest during a seismic event. Several other columns are chosen due to 
the availability of experimental data or in an effort to provide a wider range of local slenderness 
ratios.  
As seen in Figure 3-1, the selected columns meet the highly ductile seismic requirements (in the 
region designated TYPE I in Figure 3-1), are highly ductile for specific axial load ranges (TYPE 
II) or are on the cusp of being highly ductile (TYPE III). TYPE III members exceed the highly 
ductile flange width-to-thickness ratio, but were chosen to explore the current guidelines in the 
event that they are found to be overly conservative. 
Based on the AISC (2010) guidelines, the W36x194 is slender in compression due to the h/tw, but 
meets the seismic member requirements for a highly ductile member as long as the ratio of 
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required strength to nominal axial strength, Ca, does not exceed 0.64. The other columns listed 
under TYPE II in Table 3-2 are similar to the W36x194 with different ratios of required strength 
to available strength needed to meet the highly ductile requirements. This is also shown in Figure 
3-1 by the fact that these columns are below the horizontal solid line (flange width-to-thickness 
limit) and to the right of the leftmost solid vertical line (h/tw limit for Ca=1).  

























W14x132 17.7 7.15 47.90 0.0043 0.0025 3.26 0.80 0.85 
W14x176 13.7 5.97 44.75 0.0068 0.0046 3.82 0.70 0.86 
W14x257 9.71 4.23 43.58 0.0131 0.0099 5.10 0.70 0.87 
W14x500 5.21 2.43 40.67 0.0383 0.0377 8.90 0.80 0.89 
W18x86 33.4 7.2 68.44 0.0014 0.0008 1.45 0.30 0.71 
W18x86 33.4 7.2 45.63 0.0014 0.0019 2.75 0.50 0.86 
W18x119 24.5 5.31 89.39 0.0026 0.0009 1.29 0.30 0.56 
W18x119 24.5 5.31 67.04 0.0026 0.0016 1.75 0.40 0.72 
W18x119 24.5 5.31 44.70 0.0026 0.0036 3.07 0.60 0.86 
W21x93* 32.3 4.53 97.58 0.0015 0.0007 3.85 NM** 0.50 
W21x111 34.1 7.05 62.18 0.0013 0.0013 1.26 0.50 0.75 
W21x111 34.1 7.05 41.46 0.0013 0.0030 2.48 0.60 0.88 
W24x176 28.7 4.81 59.14 0.0022 0.0033 1.19 0.50 0.63 
W24x176 28.7 4.81 78.85 0.0022 0.0019 0.83 0.50 0.77 
W24x176 28.7 4.81 39.42 0.0022 0.0074 2.22 0.60 0.89 
W27x178 32.9 5.92 73.81 0.0015 0.0018 0.65 0.40 0.67 
W27x178 32.9 5.92 36.91 0.0015 0.0073 2.00 0.50 0.80 
W27x178 32.9 5.92 55.36 0.0015 0.0033 1.00 0.60 0.90 
W30x326 23.4 3.75 66.71 0.0033 0.0062 0.76 0.30 0.72 
W30x326 23.4 3.75 50.03 0.0033 0.0110 1.09 0.50 0.83 
W30x326 23.4 3.75 33.35 0.0033 0.0248 2.02 0.80 0.90 
W33x241 35.9 5.66 66.21 0.0013 0.0057 0.81 0.20 0.71 
W33x241 35.9 5.66 49.65 0.0013 0.0057 0.81 0.30 0.82 
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W33x241 35.9 5.66 33.10 0.0013 0.0128 1.67 0.60 0.90 
W36x487 21.4 3.19 60.38 0.0023 0.0133 0.65 0.40 0.76 
W36x487 21.4 3.19 45.29 0.0023 0.0236 0.93 0.50 0.86 
W36x487 21.4 3.19 30.19 0.0023 0.0530 1.75 0.80 0.90 
W40x278* 33.3 3.31 71.41 0.0017 0.0057 0.15 NM** 0.69 
TYPE II 
W16x31* 51.6 6.28 153.8 0.0006 0.0001 0.71 NM** 0.13 
W16x77 31.2 6.77 72.84 0.0017 0.0021 1.68 0.30 0.30 
W24x55* 54.6 6.94 134.3 0.0004 0.0002 0.40 NM** 0.07 
W24x76* 49.0 6.61 93.79 0.0007 0.0005 0.60 NM** 0.26 
W27x129* 39.7 4.55 81.58 0.0012 0.0014 0.24 NM** 0.61 
W27x146 39.4 7.16 56.14 0.0010 0.0022 0.94 0.30 0.72 
W27x146 39.4 7.16 37.43 0.0010 0.0049 1.92 0.50 0.72 
W30x124* 46.2 5.65 80.83 0.0008 0.0012 0.51 NM** 0.39 
W33x130* 51.7 6.73 75.45 0.0006 0.0012 0.47 NM** 0.13 
W33x201 41.7 6.85 50.60 0.0009 0.0039 0.77 0.40 0.61 
W33x201 41.7 6.85 33.74 0.0009 0.0087 1.62 0.50 0.61 
W36x194* 42.4 4.81 70.18 0.0009 0.0028 0.47 NM** 0.58 
W44x335 38.0 4.50 51.57 0.0013 0.0092 0.40 0.30 0.81 
TYPE III 
W16x26* 56.8 7.97 161.1 0.0004 0.0000 0.63 NM** NHD*** 
W21x48* 53.6 9.47 108.7 0.0004 0.0002 0.62 NM** NHD*** 
W24x117* 39.2 7.53 61.26 0.0010 0.0014 1.02 NM** NHD*** 
W30x99* 51.9 7.80 85.83 0.0005 0.0007 0.48 NM** NHD*** 
W36x135* 54.1 7.56 75.61 0.0005 0.0012 0.42 NM** NHD*** 
*Sections not used in regression analysis 
**CALR is Not Measured (NM) since section did not reach 4% drift under 0.20Py 
***Not Highly Ductile (NHD) member based on current design guidelines  
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The maximum expected value of P/Py occurs when Ca=1 implying that ratio of axial demand to 
the squash load of the section is equal to 𝜙𝑐, which is the resistance factor for compression, or 
0.90. This is assuming the compression strength of the member is capable of reaching 0.90Py 
prior to buckling. To account for buckling, the expected value for TYPE I and TYPE II members 
listed in Table 3-2 is the smaller of the values calculated using 1) the limits in Table 3-1, and 2) 
the nominal compressive strength equations of Chapter E (AISC 2010) divided by Py. The 
interaction of the axial load and moment is neglected in determining the expected axial load per 
ANSI/AISC 2010 Chapter D Section 4a(2) and a conservative value of K=1 is used to determine 
the capacity of the members as suggested in the specification. For TYPE III members, an 
expected value of 𝑃/𝑃𝑦 = 𝑁𝐻𝐷 (𝑛𝑜𝑡 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒) indicates that the member cannot be 
considered highly ductile under the current AISC seismic design guidelines and is not expected 
to reach 4% drift under the combined loading scheme. 
3.4.2 Model Setup 
Detailed finite element models of the cross-sections shown in Figure 3-1 are created using the 
commercial software Hypermesh (2011) and analyzed using the commercial code LS-Dyna 
(2005). The columns are modeled using fully integrated shell elements (ELFORM 16) based on 
the formulation described by Engelmann et al. (1989) for a large-displacement small-strain 
context. The geometry is modified to include an initial imperfection that assumes a sinusoidal 
shape with a maximum deflection of L/1000 at mid-height. Sensitivity studies are performed to 
ensure an appropriate mesh is selected for further investigations. A mixed isotropic-kinematic 
hardening plasticity model (LS-Dyna MAT_003) is used and calibrated with available steel 
coupon data (Kaufman et al. 2001) as shown in Figure 3-2. It is clear from the figure that the 
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stiffness and hardening response of the model matches reasonably well with experimental data 
and is deemed adequate for this particular study. 
 
Figure 3-2. Material model calibration with A913 Grade 50 steel coupon (Kaufman et al. 
2001). 
3.4.3 Length, Boundary Conditions, and Loading Scheme 
Exterior first story columns in moment resisting bays are potentially the most critical columns 
since they are likely to see some of the largest axial loads due to overturning moments during a 
seismic event. For this reason, the columns are either 3.05 m, 4.57m, or 6.10 m long to cover the 
range of typical first story column member heights used in the US West Coast. In addition, the 
boundary conditions of the finite element models are chosen to idealize those of a first story 
column. The bottom of the column is fixed while the top has some released degrees of freedom 
as shown in Figure 3-3. The top of the column is free to translate in the x and z directions. It is 
also free to rotate about the x-axis. This is meant to simulate the member having a moment 
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connection perpendicular to the strong axis and a shear tab connection parallel to the strong axis. 
Rigid plate caps are attached at either end to distribute the applied loads over the entire cross 
section without causing local deformation.  
 
Figure 3-3. Finite element validation model showing mesh and boundary conditions. 
The loading protocol entails application of a force controlled axial load in phase with a 
displacement controlled lateral load. The axial compressive load increases as the drift increases 
until the target load and drift are reached simultaneously. The displacement then reverses 
direction and the axial load is reversed (potentially going into tension) to represent the loading an 
actual column experiences during a seismic event. Members are investigated under maximum 
compression loads ranging from 0.2Py to 0.9Py (Py=FyA). The combined axial and cyclic loading 
scheme is shown in Figure 3-4 where the maximum compression load is 0.5Py and the load 
Top Boundary Condition:
Free translation in x and z direction. 
Free rotation about the x axis.
All other conditions fixed.
Bottom Boundary Condition:
Fixed translation in all three directions. 




Force controlled axial load
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fluctuates about an average of 0.15Py in compression to represent the gravity load on the column. 
Table 3-3 summarizes the story drift ratio and number of cycles for the loading scheme. This 
loading protocol is based on the basic loading history developed by Krawinkler et al. (2000) for 
moment frames and modified by Newell and Uang (2006) for braced frames. The loading rate of 
0.46 m/s is selected through a trial and error process as a compromise to reduce computational 
run time while minimizing the dynamic effects associated with rapid loading. 
 
Figure 3-4. Loading protocol for a) lateral displacement and b) axial load. 
Table 3-3. Loading sequence after initial axial gravity load is applied. 
Story Drift Ratio Number of Cycles Story Drift Ratio Number of Cycles 
0.001 6 0.02 1 
0.0015 6 0.03 1 
0.002 6 0.04 1 
0.003 4 0.05 1 
0.004 4 0.06 1 
0.005 4 0.07 1 
0.0075 2 0.08 1 
0.01 2 0.09 1 
0.015 2 0.10 1 
3.4.4 Failure Criterion 
Three failure criteria are used to define failure of the member under this loading scheme: 1) 10% 
















































discussed next, and 3) complete loss in the ability to carry the applied axial load (collapse). The 





(𝐻𝐿 − 𝑃𝛥) 3-1 
Where the axial load, P, is positive in tension, H is the lateral force on the column, L is the length 
of the column, and Δ is the lateral displacement at the top of the column.  
The moment criterion has been used previously to define failure (Newell and Uang 2006). The 
lateral load criterion was used by Cheng et al. (2013) to investigate the structural behavior of the 
member due to second order moments (𝑀2 = 𝑃Δ)  by comparing the total moment, M, with the 
moment due to only first order effects (𝑀1 = 𝐻𝐿). The axial failure criterion, or inability to carry 
the applied axial load, i.e. explicit collapse, is unique to this study and used due to its obvious 
physical meaning. 
To illustrate use of the 3 failure criteria, consider a 4.57 m long column with a W36x487 section. 
As the load fluctuates between tension (positive force) and compression (negative force) in phase 
with the lateral drift oscillating from left (positive displacement) to right (negative 
displacement), the moment and lateral force begin to degrade as seen in Figure 3-5. Once the 
moment and lateral force drop 10% below their peak values as shown by the solid line in Figure 
3-5(a) and (b), the furthest drift where this line intersects the moment or force-displacement 
diagram corresponds to the failure of the column. The axial failure criterion is obtained by 
determining the time step at which the axial force is unable to reach the target load as shown in 
Figure 3-6(b) and choosing the largest drift reached prior to that time step (Figure 3-6(a)). This 
criterion is obvious during the simulation as the column collapses suddenly as indicated in Figure 
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3-6(b) and 6(c). The results for this particular section for various levels of applied axial load are 
summarized in Table 3-4 and Figure 3-7.  
 
Figure 3-5. Failure criterion for 4.57 meter W36x487-0.2Py column based on a 10% 





















W36x487 - 4.57 m - 0.2Py























W36x487 - 4.57 m - 0.2Py









Figure 3-6. Progression of axial load failure for 4.57 meter W36x4987-0.7Py column as 
shown by a) last half-cycle able to reach target displacement under target axial load, b) 
inability to reach target axial load at target displacement, and c) sudden drop in axial load 







Table 3-4. Summary of drift reached based on different failure criteria under various axial 
loads for a 4.57 m W36x487 column. 
W36x487 
P/Py 






mm % mm % mm % 
0.2 174 3.80 183 4.00 320 7.00 
0.3 137 3.00 165 3.60 274 6.00 
0.4 110 2.40 128 2.80 274 6.00 
0.5 82.3 1.80 86.9 1.90 229 5.00 
0.6 54.7 1.20 54.4 1.30 137 3.00 
0.7 22.8 0.40 32.0 0.70 91.4 2.00 
0.8 22.8 0.40 22.8 0.40 68.6 1.50 
0.9 9.09 0.20 9.09 0.20 22.9 0.50 
 
 





































3.4.5 Measures of Performance 
There is no clear consensus in the AISC Seismic Specifications (2010) regarding the use of total 
versus plastic deformations as a measure of structural performance. For example, while member 
performance is described as a function of plastic rotation, connection response is specified as a 
function of total drift in the AISC Seismic Specifications (2010). With emphasis on the axial 
load failure criterion in this work, separating elastic deformations from total deformation is not 
clear cut. The problem is geometrically nonlinear, and so elastic deformations are strongly 
dependent on the applied axial load history, which varies during the loading protocol. Also, in 
some cases, the failure point is low on the softening portion of the lateral load versus drift curve, 
making it unclear how to compute the elastic component of deformations. To avoid confusion, 
lateral drift, which is equivalent to total rotation for the column configurations used, is utilized 
instead of plastic rotation to gage structural performance in the AISC sense. As such, highly 
ductile columns are those that reach drifts of at least 0.04 radians. Other researchers, such as 
Newell and Uang (2006) and Fadden and McCormick (2014), have also used total rotations in 
their work.  
The critical axial load ratio (CALR) is defined as the maximum axial load ratio that a member 
can sustain under the given loading scheme and reach 4% lateral drift. Determination of the 
appropriate P/Py value for the CALR of W36x487 is shown in Figure 3-7 and is also bolded in 
Table 3-4. This table indicates that the top of the 4.57 m W36x487 column is able to move 
laterally 229 mm, or 5% of the column height, while carrying 15902 kN, or 50% of the section’s 
squash load (0.5Py), before failing based on the axial load failure criterion. If the load is 
increased to 0.6Py, the W36x487 is only able to reach 3% drift and therefore the 4.57 m 
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W36x487 should not be considered a highly ductile member under that loading. As such, the 
CALR of this member is 0.5Py.  
3.5 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL VALIDATION  
Model validation is conducted using the Newell and Uang (2006) experimental data, which 
focused on full-scale specimens meeting the ANSI/AISC 341-10 (2010) seismic compactness 
requirements subjected to a combined axial compression and flexure loading sequence.  
3.5.1 Model Setup 
Two detailed finite element models of the test setup are created and analyzed using the 
commercial code LS-Dyna (2005). The models consist of 4.57 m W14x132 and W14x176 
columns subjected to various axial and lateral drift loads. To address the fact that the 
experimental setup is physically unable to achieve the ideal case of full fixity that is feasible in a 
finite element program, vertical springs are added at the ends of the columns (as shown in Figure 
3-8) to match the stiffness seen in the experimental plots of end moment and lateral force versus 
lateral drift. As deployed, the springs, each with a stiffness of 8756 kN/mm, provide rotational 
flexibility to both column ends. The upper column end is allowed to translate vertically (z) and 




Figure 3-8. Finite element validation model showing mesh and boundary conditions. 
The material properties from a cyclic coupon test performed at Lehigh University (Kaufman et 
al. 2001) are deemed an adequate representation per Newell and Uang, of the A992 steel member 
specimens used in their experimental work. Therefore, steel with a yield strength of 372 MPa, an 
ultimate strength of 796 MPa and an elongation of 36% are utlized for this validation study. 
Residual stresses are not included in the computational study because Newell and Uang (2006) 
showed through their work that the residual stresses have an insignificant impact on the behavior 
of the column under the combined loading case.  
• Lateral motion in direction of arrow and vertical 
motion permitted. 
• Arrow indicates direction of applied lateral load.
• Rotation about y-axis is allowed.
• No translation is allowed.




3.5.2 Loading Scheme 
The loading scheme consists of applying a displacement controlled lateral load in phase with a 
force controlled axial load similar to that seen in Figure 3-4, which is consistent with the 
experimental techniques used by Newell and Uang (2006). While the experimental loading 
protocol is similar to that used in the finite element parametric study, the two loads are not 
actually applied simulataneously in phase due to limitations of the experimental setup. The 
physical loading scheme consisted of laterally displacing the column to the desired drift, then 
applying the the axial displacement until the target axial load was reached. This can be seen in 
Figure 3-9 where there are large vertical jumps in the lateral force and end moment at constant 
drift levels. This discrepancy in loading is replicated in the validation study by using a 
displacement controlled lateral load followed by a force controlled axial load applied after 




Figure 3-9. Comparison of a) moment versus lateral displacement, b) lateral force versus 
lateral displacement, and c) P-M interaction response between computational model 
(dashed lines) and experimental results (solid lines) for W14x132-75. Similar comparisons 




























































































































3.5.3 Simulation Results 
A W14x132 column with an applied axial load that is 75% of the column squash load 
(W14x132-75) and W14x176 column with an applied axial load that is 55% of the column 
squash load (W14x176-55) are investigated and comparison of the column responses are shown 
in Figure 3-9.  A comparison of the deformed shapes at 10% lateral drift is shown in Figure 3-10. 
The different directions of the buckled flanges between the experimental setup and the finite 
element model is attributed to differences in initial imperfections. However, the location and 
length of local buckling is consistent with that seen in the experimental setup. As is seen in the 
plots of force-displacement, the interaction diagram, and general deformed behavior, the 
computational study matches well with the available experimental data and provides confidence 




Figure 3-10. Comparison of deformed member at 10% drift for a) W14x132-75 and b) 
W14x176-55 (Newell and Uang 2006). 
3.6 RESULTS OF PARAMETRIC STUDY 
In total, 70 different members are used in this parametric study. Thirty different sections are 
selected and twenty of those sections are investigated at three different column lengths. Although 
there are exceptions, the general mode of failure for these deeper sections consists of local web 
and/or flange buckling leading to global failure through a combination of torsional and flexural 
behavior. 
Nearly half of the columns in this study failed to achieve the plastic rotation of 0.04 radians that 




None of the sections in this study, including the compact W14 sections, are able to carry their 
maximum expected Ca value and reach the 4% lateral drift expected of a highly ductile member. 
While some of these failures can be attributed to lack of compliance with current AISC 
guidelines, all of the members that do satisfy the requirements fail to reach the axial load levels 
specified as shown in Table 3-2 where the actual P/Py value is the CALR recorded from the 
finite element simulations. A value of 𝑃/𝑃𝑦 = 𝑁𝑀 (𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑) merely indicates that the 
member was unable to reach 4% drift under the lowest axial load (𝑃/𝑃𝑦 = 0.20) investigated. To 
facilitate discussion of the behavior of the different section types hereon, a roman numeral 
following a section indicates the type of section as described previously (e.g. W18x211-I where 
W18x211 is TYPE I). 
3.6.1 Flange Width-to-Thickness Ratio 
There is a slight downward trend with a high amount of scatter between the CALR and flange 
web-to-thickness ratio for the sections studied as shown in Figure 3-11. In terms of the range of 
behavior seen at the extremes as circled in Figure 3-11(a), the (1) W18x86-I (b/t = 7.2, h/tw = 
33.3, L/ry = 68.4) experiences significant local web and flange buckling leading to flexural-
torsional buckling while the (2) W30x326-I (b/t = 3.75, h/tw = 23.4, L/ry = 66.7) is dominated by 
flexural-torsional buckling leading to local flange and web buckling. On the high CALR end, the 
(3) W14x132-I (b/t = 7.15, h/tw = 17.7, L/ry = 47.9) is dominated by local flange buckling, then 
local web buckling, and finally flexural-torsional buckling while the (4) W14x500-I (b/t = 2.43, 
h/tw = 5.21, L/ry = 40.7) is dominated by flexural buckling behavior and minor local flange 
buckling. The deformed shapes of these columns are shown just prior to axial load failure in 
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Figure 3-12. Columns with lower CALR tend to have higher values of L/ry while the columns 
with higher CALR tend to have lower values of L/ry. 
 
Figure 3-11. Capacity of columns with trends regarding a) flange width-to-thickness ratio 
and b) web width-to-thickness ratio for (1) W18x86 – 15ft, (2) W30x326 – 20ft, (3)  
W14x132 – 15ft, (4) W14x500 – 15 ft, (5) W27x146 – 15ft, (6) W18x119 – 20ft, (7) W30x326 






















































































Figure 3-12. Displaced shape just prior to axial failure criterion for columns under 0.20Py 
for extremes shown in Figure 3-11(a) 
The W40x278-I (b/t = 3.31, h/tw = 33.3, L/ry = 71.4) initially experiences flange local buckling 
and subsequently web local buckling then eventually significant flexural torsional behavior. 
Compared with the W18x86-I (b/t = 7.2, h/tw = 33.3, L/ry = 68.4), which is similar in web width-
to-thickness but different in flange width-to-thickness, the sequence of failure and global failure 
of the two columns is similar in terms of the general location of the largest out-of-plane 








Figure 3-13. Displaced shape just prior to axial failure criterion for columns under 0.20Py 
comparing a) different h/tw (same b/t), and b) different b/t (similar h/tw) 
None of the members with b/t ratios greater than the highly ductile limit (TYPE III) are able to 
achieve a CALR of 0.2Py or greater. Member W24x117-III (largest h/tw for Type III) experiences 
local flange buckling followed by flexural-torsional buckling and web local buckling. The 
W21x48-III (highest b/t) experiences failure due to local flange buckling as well as flexural-
torsional behavior. The W16x26-III (lowest h/tw for TYPE III) experiences flange and web 
buckling followed by flexural buckling.  
In addition to TYPE III members failing to maintain this low axial load up to 4% drift, there 
were also several members below this limit that failed to maintain the lowest axial load level 
(designated as triangles in Figure 3-1). While the conclusion can be drawn that members above 
this limit cannot be highly ductile, it does not hold true that members below this limit are 







3.6.2 Web Width-to-Thickness Ratio 
There is a clear negative correlation between the CALR and h/tw as shown in Figure 3-11(b). 
This corresponds to the AISC Seismic Design guidelines approach, which limits h/tw based on 
the expected axial load on the column. In terms of the range of behavior seen at the extremes as 
circled in Figure 3-11(b), the (5) W27x146-II (b/t = 7.16, h/tw = 39.4, L/ry = 56.1) experiences 
significant local web and flange buckling while the (6) W18x119-I (b/t = 5.31, h/tw = 24.5, L/ry = 
89.4) is dominated by flexural-torsional buckling followed by local web and flange buckling. 
The (7) W30x326-I (b/t = 3.75, h/tw = 23.4, L/ry = 33.4) experiences local flange and web 
buckling and finally flexural-torsional buckling while, as mentioned previously, the (8) 
W14x500-I (b/t = 2.43, h/tw = 5.21, L/ry = 40.7) is dominated by flexural buckling behavior and 
minor local flange buckling. The failure modes for these columns are shown in Figure 3-14. 
Columns with lower CALR tend to have higher values of L/ry and b/t while the columns with 
higher CALR tend to have lower values of L/ry and b/t. 
 
Figure 3-14. Displaced shape just prior to axial failure criterion for columns under 0.20Py 







The web width-to-thickness ratio appears to influence the failure mode of the section as shown in 
Figure 3-13(b). The W24x176-I (b/t = 4.81, h/tw = 28.7) is dominated by flange local buckling 
that leads to the formation of plastic hinges near the column ends while the W36x194-II (b/t = 
4.81, h/tw = 42.4) is dominated by web local buckling that leads to significant twisting and 
ultimately failure due to flexural-torsional buckling. Despite the fact that these sections have the 
same b/t ratio, the initiation and ultimate failure modes of these two sections are significantly 
different. For the sections studied, h/tw appears to play a more dominant role in the strength of 
the columns than the b/t.  
Nine of the  members, as shown by the triangles in Figure 3-1, that satisfy the AISC guidelines 
for highly ductile members are incapable of reaching a 4% lateral drift when P/Py = 0.20. The 
plate slenderness ratios of the sections alone are not a clear indication of the capacity of these 
sections under a combined loading scheme as seen by the fact that the W27x129-II (b/t = 4.55, 
h/tw = 39.7) and W21x93-I (b/t = 4.53, h/tw = 32.3)  cannot carry P/Py = 0.20 up to 4% lateral 
drift, while a W44x335-II (b/t = 4.50, h/tw = 38.0), which is very similar in terms of both ratios, 
is able to carry P/Py = 0.30 up to 4% lateral drift. This suggests that other parameters are 
influential.  
3.6.3 Unbraced Length 
Unbraced lengths of 3.04 m, 4.57 m, and 6.10 m for several members are considered to 
investigate the effect of unbraced length on capacity. As shown in Figure 3-15, the same general 
trends previously observed are seen, i.e. there is a severe reduction in ductility with increasing 
axial load level. The effect appears to be accentuated as the column global slenderness increases, 
which is attributed to a shift in the failure mode. Local buckling is the dominant failure mode in 
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the shortest column, while lateral torsional buckling becomes more dominant as the length of the 
column increases.  
 
Figure 3-15. Axial load of W24x176 column versus (a) lateral drift ratio at moment failure 
criterion as well as column displaced shape (2x magnified) at moment failure for W24x176 
with P/Py = 0.40 for unbraced lengths (b) 6.10 m, (c) 4.57 m, and (d) 3.04 m 
3.6.4 Regression Analysis 
Using the CALR for each section based on the axial load failure criterion a multivariable 
regression analysis is undertaken to determine which factors influence the amount of load a 
column section is able to carry up to 4% lateral drift. The data input into the regression model is 
shown in Table 3-2. 
Since it is clear that the width-to-thickness ratios alone do not adequately predict the capacity of 
sections under this combined loading scheme, a linear regression model is used to evaluate the 
potentially important parameters based on the behavior seen in the parametric study. The first 
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additional terms are included to assess their influence on the CALR. Since columns under this 
loading scheme seem to exhibit significant twisting behavior after local buckling has begun, 
several terms that are involved with global buckling, particularly torsional behavior, are 
investigated. The third term, L/ry, is used for calculating the nominal compressive strength due to 
flexural buckling and is very similar to the ratio of unbraced length to effective radius of 
gyration, Lb/rts, which is used to calculate the nominal flexural strength due to lateral-torsional 
buckling. Variations of the fourth term, √𝐽𝐼𝑦/𝐿
2, can be found in solutions for the critical load at 
which a simply-supported beam will buckle laterally (Gambhir 2004) where J is the torsional 
constant, Iy is the moment of inertia about the y-axis, and L is the length. The fifth term, 𝐽𝑆𝑥/ℎ0, 
is also used to calculate the nominal flexural strength due to lateral-torsional buckling where Sx is 
the elastic section modulus about the x-axis and ho is the distance between the flange centroids. 
The final term is the torsional elastic stress, Fez, and is used in the calculation of nominal 
compressive strength based on a torsional buckling limit state. These terms account for different 
variations of geometric properties that contribute to a section’s ability to resist lateral or torsional 
behavior and a combination of one or more of these parameters along with the two parameters 
that are related to local buckling behavior are expected to enable the prediction of the CALR.  
To predict the response variable (RV), the general linear model used is: 
 𝑅𝑉 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 log(𝑋1) + 𝑏3 log(𝑋2)+. . . +𝑏𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑋𝑛−1) 3-2 
Where 𝑏𝑖 are regression coefficients and 𝑋𝑖 are predictor variables. Using the predictor variables 





= 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 log (
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) + 𝑏4 log (
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) + 𝑏7log (𝐹𝑒𝑧) 3-3 
Using backward elimination (Chaterjee et al. 2000) with standard t-tests until all the parameters 
are statistically significant at the 5% level results in h/tw and L/ry being the main parameters 
influencing the critical axial load. Equation 3-3 is reduced to the proposed regression model: 
 𝑃
𝑃𝑦 
= 2.6224 − 0.2037 log (
ℎ
𝑡𝑤




The coefficient of multiple determination for the linear regression of the CALR on h/tw and L/ry 
is estimated to be 0.722, which means that these two geometric parameters jointly explain 72.2% 
of the variation in the critical axial load ratio. While b/t has been deemed critical in predicting 
the behavior in the past, it is unsurprising that it is statistically insignificant based on the high 
amount of scatter seen in Figure 3-11. As mentioned previously, the current flange width-to-
thickness ratio can be used to identify sections that are not highly ductile. However, members 
that meet the highly ductile limit can be evaluated using Equation 3-4 and the design aid 
described below, which is based on it. 
3.7 EVALUATION OF CURRENT SEISMIC DESIGN GUIDELINES 
The parametric study described above suggests that the current AISC guidelines are potentially 
unconservative and can be improved. The simulations indicate that CALR can be reasonably 
predicted by h/tw and L/ry provided b/t meets current design guidelines for highly ductile 
members. Instead of having separate limits as shown in Table 3-1, limits on the two ratios are 
interrelated and can be plotted as a family of curves, each based on a given CALR. Figure 3-16 
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shows plots for CALRs ranging from 30 to 80% along with the scatter of sections that achieved 
the associated CALR based on the finite element analysis.  
  
    
   
Figure 3-16. Solid curves for logarithmic expectation function plotted for a) P/Py = 0.3, b) 
P/Py = 0.4, c) P/Py = 0.5, d) P/Py = 0.6, e) P/Py = 0.7, f) P/Py = 0.8 along with corresponding 






The range for h/tw is based on the maximum value of 57.5 (W30x90) for sections deeper than 
W16s and the range for L/ry is based on columns ranging from 3.05 m to 6.10 m in length with 
radius of gyrations ranging from 28.4 mm (W16x26) to 104 mm (W36x652).  
Sections that are unable to carry the lowest target axial load investigated up to a drift of 4% are 
also plotted in Figure 3-17. While these sections are not useful in performing the regression 
analysis, they are useful in evaluating the limit on the h/tw as a function of L/ry for sections that 
can serve as highly ductile members.  
 
Figure 3-17. Comparison of members that could not sustain 0.2Py up to 4% lateral drift 
(circles) with CALR prediction curves. 
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3.7.1 Design Aid 
Figure 3-17 can also serve as a powerful design aid. A designer can enter the figure with their 
known h/tw and L/ry and determine up to what critical axial load ratio their column can be 
considered a highly ductile member. Based on the location of the section regarding the two 
geometric parameters, the closest line to the right should provide a reasonable approximation for 
the section’s CALR.  
To evaluate the usefulness of this guideline, six sections that are not used in the calibration of the 
model are analyzed using finite element models and compared to the expected values from the 
regression model. These findings are summarized in Table 3-5 and shown in Figure 3-18, where 
the selected sections are represented by solid squares with arrows pointing to the associated 
curve. In 4 of the 6 test sections, the equation provided the appropriate critical axial load ratio or 
a more conservative value compared to the finite element analysis. In two of these sections, the 
CALR was overestimated by 0.1Py.  This is unsurprising since the regression equation only 
accounts for approximately 70% of the variation in the CALR and there is clearly scatter in the 
data, which could possibly be considered within a probabilistic design frameworks. Regardless, 
the proposed process does provide a more reasonable estimate for the actual CALR and behavior 
of deeper sections than the current seismic member design guidelines as seen by the much 
smaller difference between the expected and actual critical axial loads when comparing Table 












 𝑬𝒙𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒅 𝑪𝑨𝑳𝑹 (𝑭𝒊𝒈𝒖𝒓𝒆 𝟏𝟒) 𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝑪𝑨𝑳𝑹 (𝑭𝑬) 
TYPE I 
W18x211 15.1 63.8 0.5 0.5 
W24x162 30.6 59.0 0.4 0.5 
W36x652 16.3 43.9 0.6 0.5 
W36x652 16.3 52.7 0.5 0.5 
W40x324 34.2 50.3 0.4 0.3 
TYPE II 
W30x148 41.6 79.0 NHD* NM** 
*Not Highly Ductile (NHD) member based on proposed design guide 
**CALR is Not Measured (NM) since section did not reach 4% drift under 0.20Py 
 
 
Figure 3-18. Plots of the test members with arrows indicating the predicated CALR based 




The behavior of steel wide flanged beam-columns is investigated under a combined axial and 
monotonic lateral loading scheme. Results from the parametric study indicate that local buckling 
and lateral torsional buckling are reducing the column strength significantly at lateral drift levels 
below 4% despite the fact that many of the columns studied can be classified as highly ductile 
members based on current AISC Seismic Design requirements. This is concerning since the 
overturning effects can easily magnify a gravity load of 0.15Py. Of the 57 members studied that 
can be considered highly ductile, only 32 of them were able to support a CALR of 0.20 or higher 
up to 4% drift. This value drops to 24 members when the CALR is 0.40 indicating that 
approximately half of the members that can be considered highly ductile based on current 
specifications cannot reach 4% lateral drift under axial loads (0.20Py to 0.40Py) that are feasible 
during a seismic event. The studied columns indicate that h/tw has a more significant effect on 
the strength of the column under the combined loading scheme than b/t when the current AISC 
flange width-to-thickness ratio highly ductile limit is satisfied. L/ry also plays a significant role in 
predicting the CALR and can be seen by changes in the failure mode of different length 
members. The dominant buckling mode shifts from local buckling to lateral torsional buckling 
with increasing unbraced length. An evaluation of the current AISC Seismic Design guidelines 
suggests that the provisions are potentially unconservative. It is suggested that improvements can 
be made to the guidelines based on the results of this study and a design aid is provided. 
Additional investigations concerning boundary conditions and additional cyclic loading 
protocols are necessary to ensure the design aid is adequate for predicting the behavior of all 
column members used in seismic force resisting systems. 
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CHAPTER 4  
BEHAVIOR OF STEEL COLUMNS SUBJECTED TO COMBINED AXIAL AND 
MONOTONIC LATERAL LOADING 
4.1 GENERAL 
This chapter investigates the parameters influencing the amount of axial load a member can 
support up to different drift levels, under monotonic lateral loading, using analytical and 
computational methods. The Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to qualitatively address the influence 
of the amount of buckling along the length, the amount of buckling within the cross-section, as 
well as the influence of the web and flange width-to-thickness ratios. A regression analysis is 
performed on the results of computational members that have undergone monotonic lateral 
loading under target compressive forces to determine which parameters are statistically 
significant. Additionally, members are subjected to various initial axial loads, displaced to a 
specified drift and loaded until failure to determine the effect that initial axial load, axial 
shortening, and local buckling effects play in predicting the failure mode and axial resistance of 
the member.  
4.2 ANALYTICAL MODELING 
A variational approach is used to investigate the potentially important parameters that are 
affecting the amount of axial load a member can support up to different drift levels. The critical 
load of a cantilever column that has been damaged by lateral loading near the base of the 




 Buckled (damaged) portions of the flanges are unable to support axial load and are 
removed from the cross-section. 
 Damage (due to buckling) is symmetric about the web on the flange being compressed 
due to the lateral load. 
 Damaged part does not affect the assumed deformed shape. 
 Elastic behavior 
4.2.1 Formulating the Problem 
A prototype column is considered to be comprised of 2 segments of different lengths: 1) a 
damaged portion at one end, in which the buckled flanges are considered to be present or 
partially present, and 2) the remaining length which is considered an intact segment. This column 
is loaded as shown in Figure 4-1Error! Reference source not found. simultaneously with both 
an axial load, P1, and a lateral load, P2.   
The damaged cross-section may no longer be bi-symmetric, but remains at least mono-
symmetric and thus has an effective eccentricity, e, associated with the axial load. This shift in 
the section’s centroid due to flange ‘loss’ is shown in Figure 4-2 where 𝑣𝐿, 𝑢𝐿, and  𝛽𝐿, are the 
lateral displacement in the y-axis, the lateral displacement along the x-axis, and the angle of twist 
about the z-axis respectively at the tip of the cantilever. The resulting end moment equations 
shown in Figure 4-2 are further clarified in Figure 4-3 by showing the displacements and applied 




Figure 4-1. Deformation of member under combined loading scheme 
 
Figure 4-2. Centerline of column where the centroid of the bottom segment is shifted due to 





















































Figure 4-3. Buckled shape and resulting moments due to displacement (P1) and rotation 
(P2) of tip loads 
A variational approach utilizing the Rayleigh-Ritz method is employed to identify the most 
influential parameters on the axial capacity of the steel column. Using the Rayleigh-Ritz (R-R) 
method, an energy functional, representing stored strain energy, for a column with total length L 





















































− 𝑃2 ∫ 𝛽(𝐿 − 𝑧)𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑧
𝐿
0













Where L is the total member length, E is the modulus of elasticity, Ix and Iy are the moments of 
inertia, A is the cross-sectional area, w is the axial displacement, v is the lateral displacement in 
the y-direction, u is the lateral displacement in the x-direction, β is the angle of twist about the z-
axis, xo and yo are the coordinates of the centroid of the section, ro is the polar radius of gyration 
with respect to the shear center, P1 is the applied axial load, P2 is the applied lateral load, J and 
Cw are torsional variables, and a subscript on a displacement variable implies differentiation with 
respect to the subscript.  
The potential energy functional consists of the following terms: 1) axial strain energy, 2) bending 
strain energy about the y-axis, 3) bending strain energy about the x-axis, 4) strain energy due to 
St. Venant torsion, 5) strain energy due to warping, 6) external work from the lateral load, 7) 
external work from axial shortening due to the axial load, and 8) external work from lateral 
displacement and rotation due to the axial load. 
Thus, the equation to describe the damaged column shown in Figure 4-2, where the total length 
is divided into two lengths, l1 and l2, and the subscript d refers to damaged section properties, can 








































































− 𝑃2 ∫ 𝛽(𝐿 − 𝑧)𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑧
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4.2.2 Solving the Problem 
Since this specific loading case is not available in the literature, simpler loading cases are 
evaluated using this equation to determine if the equation can produce reasonable values. To this 
end, the lateral buckling load of a cantilever, flexural buckling load of a cantilever, and the 
lateral buckling moment for a simply supported beam under pure bending are all investigated. 
The well-known and “correct” solutions found in Chajes (1974) and Chen and Lui (1987) were 
obtained using Equation 4-2 for these simplified cases indicating that this method is providing 
meaningful results. 
An additional set of coordinate axes x’, y’, and z’, which are relative to the deformed shape of the 
member, are introduced to account for the various moments that result from the applied loading 
in the deformed configuration. The angle relations between the deformed axes (x’,y’,z’) and the 
original axes (x,y,z) are shown in Figure 4-4. The moments Mx’, My’, and Mz’ are the components 




Figure 4-4. Moment Components in X-Y and Y-Z planes 
Chen and Lui (1987) made the following simplifying assumption with respect to My’ in the case 
of a cantilever with a lateral load that allowed them to express the strain energy in terms of only 
one variable, β, : 
 
𝑀𝑦′ = 𝛽𝑃(𝐿 − 𝑧) −
𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝑧
𝑃(𝛿 − 𝑢) 
4-3 
 𝑀𝑦′ ≈ 𝛽𝑃(𝐿 − 𝑧) 
4-4 







Equations 4-4 and 4-5 can be equated to obtain an expression for the second derivative of the 




















(𝐿 − 𝑧) 
4-6 
However, this simplification is not feasible in the combined case due to the inclusion of higher 
order derivatives of the lateral displacement, u, from the work done by the axial load in the strain 
energy functional. Therefore, approximations for both u and β must be determined that satisfy 
the kinematic boundary conditions and provide a reasonable critical buckling load.  
For the cantilever, the essential boundary conditions for the variables consist of the following: 
 𝛽|𝑧=0 = 0 and  
𝑑𝛽
𝑑𝑧
|𝑧=𝐿 = 0 
4-7 
 𝑢|𝑧=0 = 0 and  
𝑑2𝑢
𝑑𝑧2
|𝑧=0 = 0 
4-8 
 𝑣|𝑧=0 = 0 and  
𝑑2𝑣
𝑑𝑧2
|𝑧=0 = 0 
4-9 
 𝑤|𝑧=0 = 0 
4-10 
Where 𝑧 = 0 is the fixed end where no rotation or displacement occurs and the constraint on 
𝑧 = 𝐿 in Equation 4-7 implies that the St. Venant torsion is not present at the free end. 
The combinations of approximations listed in Table 4-1 were investigated in the lateral load 
buckling case and compared with the critical load coefficient of 4.183 obtained by Chen and Lui 
(1987) with their simplifying assumption. Based on the obtained critical loads, it is clear that the 
solution is very sensitive to the approximate shapes. While an answer similar to the one obtained 
by Chen and Lui (1987) can be found with unrelated approximations for u and β, it requires 
excessive calculation for minimal gain. Since the concern is to understand what role the key 
variables play in affecting the capacity of the damaged column, a simpler approximation is 
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considered reasonable enough and allows for more easily attainable results. While the 
polynomial approximation in trial 3 yields a slightly better value than the sinusoidal curve in trial 
2, the sinusoidal curve is selected due to the fact that it obtains the exact solution in the flexural 
buckling load case for the cantilever.  
Table 4-1. Deflected shape functions. 
Given Equation 4-2 and the chosen approximations for the deflected shape shown in Equations 





(2𝐿𝑧 − 𝑧2) 
4-11 















































(2𝐿𝑧 − 𝑧2) + 𝐵𝑧3 𝐶𝑧2 + 𝐷𝑧3 4.67 
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 𝑤 = 𝐷𝑧 
4-14 
Since this occurs when the partial derivatives of the functional with respect to these four 
variables vanish, a set of linear homogenous equations can be obtained by setting these 
derivatives equal to zero. A nontrivial solution for a relation between the axial and lateral critical 
loads can be found, but does not provide a relation between the axial load and lateral 
displacement. 
4.2.3 Obtaining Load Deflection Curves 
To obtain a load deflection curve in the same manner as was done in the non-torsional case in 
Chapter 2, an initial imperfection through a change in geometry or small load needs to be 


























This is not only a simpler representation, but also takes advantage of the fact that utilizing a 
function instead of a derivative of the function generally results in a smaller error (Chen and Lui 











Since the flexural behavior about the strong axis is uncoupled from the lateral buckling action in 
small displacement analysis, an additional load is added to the potential energy function to 
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initiate deflection in the weak axis and twisting about the longitudinal axis. Equation 4-1 can be 






















































Where PI is the load in the direction of x-axis (lateral displacement u) and is taken as a small 
value (PI <1). 
Splitting this equation as was done in Equation 4-2 and setting the derivatives with respect to 
each Rayleigh variable equal to zero allows for a nontrivial solution of the Rayleigh variables. 
Substituting these values into the assumed approximations for the lateral displacements and 
twisting of the section produces a plot of the critical load as a function of the lateral displacement 
The case is simplified to the lateral load and axial load only solutions to check with available 
solutions in the literature and the plots below are given for a W14x120 column. 
Setting P1 = 0 and solving for P2 once the values for the Rayleigh variables, A and B, have been 
substituted back into Equation 4-11 and 4-12 gives the plot in Figure 4-5 where the asymptote is 
given in Equation 4-18. This is the lateral buckling load for a cantilever with a transverse tip load 
and no axial load. 
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The asymptotes for the axial load versus the lateral deflection, v, when P2 = 0 are shown for the 
pure flexural buckling loads and pure torsional buckling load in Figures 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 
respectively, given by the following equations. These are the solutions for an axially compressed 
cantilever with no transverse tip load. 
 

























Figure 4-6. Axial load, P1, versus lateral displacement, u. Asymptote at Pcr =Py. 
 




Figure 4-8. Axial load, P1, versus angle of twist, β. Asymptote at Pcr =Pφ 
4.2.4 Strength Curve 
The previous derivations pertain to elastic stability only and do not account for the inelastic 
behavior of the column. Using simple plastic analysis and enforcing the AISC-LRFD (2013) 
moment versus axial load interaction relationship in (4-22), the relation between applied axial 
load, P1, and the variables used to describe the displaced shape is derived as shown in (4-25), 
where v0 and u0 are the initial column imperfections and Mpxd and Mpyd are the plastic moment 












) = 1.0 
4-22 








𝐴𝑑𝑓𝑦(𝑀𝑝𝑦𝑑(9𝑀𝑝𝑥𝑑 + 8𝑃2𝐿) + 8𝑀𝑝𝑥𝑑𝑃2𝐿𝛽)
9𝑀𝑝𝑥𝑑𝑀𝑝𝑦𝑑 + 8(𝐴𝑑𝑓𝑦𝑀𝑝𝑦𝑑(𝑣 + 𝑒 + 𝑣0) + 𝑀𝑝𝑥𝑑(𝑢𝑜 + 𝑢))
 
4-25 
Equation 4-25 is plotted in Figure 4-9 for a 5.3 m W30x124 column with 33% of the flange 
removed. Assuming no interaction between elastic stability response and inelastic behavior, the 
intersection of the strength and stability curves is an approximation for the capacity of the 
column. The strength curve for the lateral displacement in the y-direction, v, is plotted assuming 
the lateral displacement in the x-direction, u, and rotation, β, are zero while v and β are assumed 




Figure 4-9. Strength and stability curves for W30x124-W33 
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While the rotation of the member is included in the strength equation through (4-24), the 
magnitude of the rotation is very small relative to the lateral displacements. The rotation is also 
highly dependent on their values since it is only triggered once the member has laterally 
displaced (i.e. setting v and u equal to zero does not yield meaningful results). Therefore, the role 
of flexural-torsional effects will be investigated through finite element studies.  
While the torsional behavior may play a significant role, the asymptotes calculated using 
Equations 4-19 through 4-21 yield Pcr = Py as the lowest critical value for all cases, indicating 
the intersection of the strength and stability curves for P1 versus the lateral displacement in the x-
direction, u, will likely govern the capacity of the member. 
4.2.5 Parametric Study 
A W14x132 (b/2tf = 7.15, h/tw = 17.7, and L/ry = 55.9), W18x119 (b/2tf = 5.31, h/tw = 24.5, and 
L/ry = 78.1), and W30x124 (b/2tf = 5.65, h/tw = 46.2, and L/ry = 94.2) were studied using this 
analytical model to determine the effect of various parameters on the capacity of the member.  
Parameters of interest include the amount of damage within the cross-section, the amount of 
damage along the length, and the plate slenderness ratios. In order to plot the stability and 
strength curves to determine the critical axial load, a lateral load (P2) must be specified since the 
axial load (P1) is a function of P2 as is evident in Equation 4-25. A family of curves for the same 
damage and slenderness ratios is plotted below for lateral load values of 4.45 kN, 44.5 kN, and 
90.0 kN to show the influence of the lateral load on the axial capacity of the member.  
Since the concern is on the trends of the capacity due to the different parameters as opposed to 
the absolute magnitude, the capacity for each parameter has been normalized to the highest 
capacity of the member for that particular scenario. For the effect of damage within the cross-
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section and damage along the length, the highest capacity occurs in the undamaged section when 
the lateral load is at its lowest (P2 = 4.45 kN). When investigating the effect of flange and width 
thickness ratios, the most severe damage within the cross-section case was used throughout, so 
these capacities are normalized to the capacity of the section that looks like a T-beam for the 
lowest lateral load and original cross-section geometry. These particular highest capacities are 
referred to as P1u for the intersection of the curves in the plots of P1 versus u (v=0) and P1v for 
the intersection of the curves in the plots of P1 versus v (u=0). 
4.2.5.1 Effect of Damage within Cross-section 
The effect of monotonic loading is assumed to cause a significant portion of the flange in the 
damaged segment to buckle out of plane. Assuming these buckled flanges are unable to continue 
supporting any of the load, they are removed from the cross-section effectively creating a 
reduced flange width, bf, to the point where the section may resemble a T-shape member as 
shown in Figure 4-10. Geometric properties based on various versions of this alteration to the 
cross-section are calculated and used for the member properties in the damaged segment for both 
the elastic stability and strength curves. 
Damage occurring within the cross-section has a significant effect on the axial capacity as shown 
in Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11. All three sections exhibit similar trends to that shown in Figure 
4-10 for flexural buckling about the strong axis.  The trends seen in Figure 4-11 show that the 
W14x132 is affected more by loss of the flange than the deeper sections. The strength curve 
drops more significantly for the compact section due to a more significant reduction in damaged 
segment cross-sectional area, Ad, and plastic section modulus, Zxd. However, the W14x132 is less 




Figure 4-10. Axial capacity versus lateral displacement, v, for W18x119 under different 
lateral forces P2 = 4.45 kN (diamonds), 44.5 kN (squares), and 90.0 kN (triangles) with 


































Figure 4-11. Axial capacity versus lateral displacement, u, for a) W14x132, b) W18x119, 
and c) W30x124 under different lateral forces P2 = 4.45 kN (diamonds), 44.5 kN (squares), 
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4.2.5.2 Effect of Damage along Length 
The length of the column over which local buckling is assumed to occur was varied from one-
half to twice the depth of the member. This is based on recordings of the plastic hinge length for 
a combined axial and cyclic loading scheme as reported by Elkady and Lignos (2015). For all 
three sections, there was insignificant change in the amount of capacity due to changes in the 
length of the damaged segment.  As shown in Figure 4-11, the difference is so slight that the 
points for the three different damage lengths overlap significantly for all the different cases of 
damage within the cross-section. Slight differences were observed for the weak-axis flexural 
buckling capacity, with the W30x124 experiencing the most significant difference as shown in 
Figure 4-12 where multiple capacities due to different damage lengths can be noted at each case 
of damage within the cross-section. This is consistent with the findings in Chapter 2 where the 
amount of damage along the length had little effect once any damage had occurred. 
 
Figure 4-12. Effect of amount of damage along length for W30x124 
4.2.5.3 Effect of Flange and Web Thickness 
Since current seismic design guidelines are based on the flange and web width-to-thickness 





















































capacity of the member. Increasing the thickness of the plate elements increases the flexural 
capacity of the member in both directions as shown in Table 4-2. The flange thickness had a 
more significant impact on the weak axis buckling capacity for the two deep sections than the 
web thickness. Altering the flange thickness had the most significant impact on the W30x124 for 
both strong and weak-axis buckling.  Altering the web thickness has a greater impact on the axial 
capacity for all three members than altering the flange thickness implying the web thickness is 
the more significant parameter. Several members are listed as having no axial capacity because 
the strength curve dropped so significantly due to the large lateral load and damaged section 
properties that there was no intersection with the elastic stability curve to record. 
Table 4-2. Strong and weak axis capacities for different flange and web thicknesses 
W14x132 
Lateral Load (kN) 4.45 44.5 90.0 4.45 44.5 90.0 
Plate Thickness Axial Capacity, P1/P1v Axial Capacity, P1/P1u 
1/2tf 0.79 0.35 0.00* 0.80 0.33 0.00* 
tf 1.00 0.44 0.00* 1.00 0.46 0.00* 
2tf 1.13 0.51 0.00* 1.21 0.53 0.00* 
1/2tw 0.52 0.00 0.00* 0.57 0.00 0.00* 
tw 1.00 0.44 0.00* 1.00 0.46 0.00* 
2tw 1.59 1.15 0.66 1.60 1.17 0.65 
 
W18x119 
Lateral Load (kN) 4.45 44.5 90.0 4.45 44.5 90.0 
Plate Thickness Axial Capacity, P1/P1v Axial Capacity, P1/P1u 
1/2tf 0.78 0.51 0.17 0.78 0.53 0.20 
tf 1.00 0.68 0.32 1.00 0.74 0.36 
2tf 1.23 0.85 0.39 1.21 0.94 0.46 
1/2tw 0.34 0.00 0.00* 0.43 0.00 0.00* 
tw 1.00 0.68 0.32 1.00 0.74 0.36 






Lateral Load (kN) 4.45 44.5 90.0 4.45 44.5 90.0 
Plate Thickness Axial Capacity, P1/P1v Axial Capacity, P1/P1u 
1/2tf 0.80 0.64 0.48 0.88 0.78 0.63 
tf 1.00 0.86 0.67 1.00 0.93 0.81 
2tf 1.29 1.12 0.91 1.27 1.22 1.12 
1/2tw 0.62 0.45 0.26 0.93 0.73 0.44 
tw 1.00 0.86 0.67 1.00 0.93 0.81 
2tw 1.58 1.44 1.27 1.16 1.13 1.06 
*No intersection of strength and stability curves. 
4.2.6 Limitations of Analytical Model 
The analytical model is limited due to the assumed displaced shapes as well as the altered 
geometry of the damaged segment. Since all the damage is assumed to be concentrated in the 
flange in this model, this does not account for buckling in the web. Plots of the strength curves 
also assume the lateral displacements are uncoupled to enable the approximation of an axial 
capacity. The lack of ability to plot a meaningful strength curve based on the rotation also 
severely limits the usefulness of the analytical model. Despite these limitations, qualitative value 
can be extracted from the parametric study to guide further investigation. 
4.2.7 Influential Parameters 
Based on the results of the analytical study, the amount of damage that occurs within the cross-
section due to local buckling has a significant impact on the residual axial capacity. While the 
length over which the local buckling occurs is of interest conceptually, the length itself does not 
appear to have a significant effect on the axial resistance of the member. Both the web and the 
flange thickness which are related to the plate slenderness ratios can potentially play a major role 
in estimating the residual capacity of members under this combined loading scheme. Therefore, 
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further consideration of the effect of plate slenderness parameters as well as quantifying the 
effect local buckling has on interrupting the load path will be explored in the finite element 
studies discussed next. 
4.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 
To investigate the collapse behavior of steel columns and the current AISC seismic design 
guidelines, a number of carefully selected wide flange column members are subjected to a 
combined axial and monotonic lateral loading protocol using finite element simulations. 
Members were chosen from among those investigated during the cyclic study (Chapter 3) and are 
meant to represent sections that satisfy current AISC seismic requirements to various degrees.  
4.3.1 Model Setup 
Detailed finite element models of the cross-sections listed in Table 4-3 are created in the same 
manner described in Section 3.5. The same boundary conditions and reasoning used in Chapter 3 
are used for this monotonic study. Due to changes in the slenderness parameters, an additional 
type of member to those discussed in Chapter 3 is identified (TYPE IV) as columns that satisfy 

































W14x176 13.7 5.99 44.5 0.0067 0.0046 218.8 0.8 0.87 
W14 - ½ web  27.4 5.99 42.2 0.0063 0.0059 215.9 0.8 0.88 
W14 - 2 web 6.90 5.99 48.6 0.0103 0.0015 269.8 0.8 0.84 
W14 - 2 flange 10.5 3.00 41.7 0.0341 0.0175 537.6 0.8 0.88 
W27 - 2 web 19.7 7.16 64.7 0.0019 0.0032 139.3 0.5 0.74 
W36x487 21.4 3.19 45.5 0.0039 0.0235 251.9 0.8 0.86 
W36 - 2 web 10.7 3.19 52.1 0.0069 0.0340 25.56 0.7 0.82 
W36 - ½ flange 23.1 6.38 53.8 0.0016 0.0086 33.06 0.6 0.81 
W36 - 2 flange 17.8 1.60 40.5 0.0184 0.0873 781.6 0.8 0.89 
W36 - 4 web 5.30 3.19 58.0 0.0284 0.0849 1456 0.7 0.78 
TYPE II 
W27x146 39.4 7.16 56.3 0.0010 0.0022 133.8 0.6 0.76 
W24 - 2 flange 36.2 3.76 54.8 0.0039 0.0049 175.2 0.6 0.89 
W27 - 2 flange 36.2 3.59 50.0 0.0040 0.0078 199.0 0.7 0.82 
W36 - ½ web 42.7 3.19 41.2 0.0036 0.0218 257.4 0.8 0.63 
TYPE III 
W14 - ½ flange 15.3 12.0 49.6 0.0023 0.0730 153.4 0.7 NHD* 
W24x117 39.2 7.53 61.2 0.0010 0.0014 114.1 0.5 NHD* 
W24 - ½ web 78.5 7.53 55.2 0.0009 0.0012 118.5 0.5 NHD* 
W24 - 2 web 19.6 7.53 71.0 0.0020 0.0021 122.9 0.4 NHD* 
W24 - ½ flange 40.8 15.1 71.9 0.0005 0.0005 91.38 0.4 NHD* 
W27 - ½ flange 41.1 14.4 65.6 0.0005 0.0008 107.9 0.5 NHD* 
TYPE IV 
W27 - ½ web 78.9 7.16 50.4 0.0009 0.0009 139.9 0.6 NHD* 
W36 - ¼ web 85.4 3.19 38.9 0.0037 0.0216 87.81 0.5 NHD* 
*Not Highly Ductile (NHD) member based on current design guidelines 
4.3.2 Loading Schemes 
Two loading protocols are used to investigate the behavior of these members under a combined 
axial and monotonic lateral loading scheme. The first protocol involves applying a force-
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controlled constant axial load ranging from 0.20Py to 0.90Py then applying a displacement-
controlled lateral force up to 10% drift. This loading protocol, hereafter called load-then-drift 
(LTD) protocol, is similar to that used in the cyclic study and is used to determine a critical axial 
load ratio (CALR) as defined in Chapter 3. 
The second protocol involves applying an initial force-controlled axial load ranging from 0Py to 
0.75Py, then a displacement-controlled lateral force to drifts of 2%, 4%, and 6%, and is finished 
by a force-controlled axial load to failure at the final drift level. This protocol, termed drift-then-
load (DTL), is employed to determine how the initial axial load affects the failure mode and 
enables the ability to predict the residual capacity based on the expected failure mode. 
Twelve different sections are studied using the detailed finite element models. All twelve 
sections are studied under the DTL protocol while a subset consisting of four sections is studied 
under the LTD protocol. Only four sections were selected for the LTD protocol because each 
section is modified to include different flange and web thicknesses leading to a total of 20 
members studied (4 altered thicknesses and the original geometry for each section selected). 
4.4 RESULTS OF LOAD THEN DRIFT PROTOCOL 
To address the important parameters used in the current seismic design guidelines as well as 
those seen in the cyclic loading analysis, four sections representing the various types shown in 
Figure 4-13 were selected and their web and flange thicknesses were varied to determine the 




Figure 4-13. Selected columns' slenderness ratios with respect to seismic design guideline 
limits. Variations of the flange and web thickness of each section are represented by the 
shape of the original labeled section – W36x487 (circles), W14x176 (squares), W27x146 
(diamonds), W24x117 (triangles). 
4.4.1 Flange Width-to-Thickness Ratio 
For all four sections studied, the best performing section was the member with a doubled flange 
thickness and the worst performing section was the member with a halved flange thickness.  The 
CALR either remained the same as the original section or increased slightly when the flange 
thickness was doubled. The CALR decreased for all four sections when the flange thickness was 
halved supporting the idea that once a threshold b/t ratio is achieved, increasing it further has 
































findings in Chapter 3 that once the b/t limit is satisfied, this parameter does not significantly 
influence the prediction of the CALR. 
4.4.2 Web Width-to-Thickness Ratio 
For deeper sections, a decrease in the web thickness can lead to better behavior than the original 
section while an increase can lead to worse behavior. For the W24x117, W27x146, and 
W36x487, the halved web performed as well as the original section while the doubled web 
performed worse. The web thickness was quartered and quadrupled in the case of the W36x487 
to test the limits of this trend. The quadrupled web section performed similarly to the doubled 
web, but the quartered web performed much worse than the original and halved webs.  
This odd behavior can be explained by the fact that the unbraced length to radius of gyration 
increases when the web thickness increases despite keeping other parameters the same. From the 
previous work, there was a strong correlation between lower h/tw and lower L/ry values and high 
CALR. Therefore, when the web is halved, a lower CALR is expected since h/tw is higher, but 
L/ry is also being lowered at the same time which should result in a higher CALR. This would 
indicate that the L/ry ratio plays a more significant role in predicting the CALR than the h/tw 
ratio. This is seen in the deformed shapes of Figure 4-14 where local buckling controls for the 
thinner web thickness while lateral-torsional behavior dominates the thicker web sections. The 
fact that the quartered web does not perform according to this trend indicates there is a limit on 
how high the h/tw ratio can be before the decrease in L/ry does not compensate for the thinner 
web. This is consistent with the trend seen in the cyclic data where sections exceeding a certain 




Figure 4-14. Failure modes for a W36x487 with a a) halved flange, b) halved web, c) 
original properties, d) doubled web, and e) doubled flange under 0.60Py  
4.4.3 Regression Analysis 
Using the CALR, P/Py, for each section based on the axial load failure criterion, discussed in 
Chapter 3, a multivariable regression analysis is undertaken to determine which factors influence 
a b c d e
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the amount of load a column section is able to carry up to 4% lateral drift. The parameters 
included are the same as those used previously (Chapter 3). 
To predict the response variable (RV), the general linear model used is: 
 𝑅𝑉 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑋1) + 𝑏3 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑋2)+. . . +𝑏𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑋𝑛−1) 
4-26 
Where 𝑏𝑖 are regression coefficients and 𝑋𝑖 are predictor variables. Using the predictor variables 
from the cyclic analysis in conjunction with the response variable, P/Py, the regression model 
can be written as:  
 𝑃
𝑃𝑦 
= 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
ℎ
𝑡𝑤
) + 𝑏3 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
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ℎ𝑜
) + 𝑏7𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝐹𝑒𝑧) 
4-27 
Using backward elimination (Chaterjee et al. 2000) with standard t-tests until all the parameters 
are statistically significant at the 5% level results in the web width-to-thickness ratio and ratio of 
the unbraced length to radius of gyration of the weak axis being the main parameters influencing 
the critical axial load. Equation 4-27 is reduced to the proposed regression model: 
 𝑃
𝑃𝑦 
= 3.1939 − 0.0889 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
ℎ
𝑡𝑤





The coefficient of multiple determination for the linear regression of the critical axial load ratio 
on the web width-to-thickness ratio and the unbraced length to radius of gyration ratio is 
estimated to be 0.82, which means that these two geometric parameters jointly explain 82% of 
the variation in the critical axial load ratio. The magnitudes of the standardized regression 
coefficients both exceed one indicating that each parameter has a strong relationship with the 
CALR. The magnitude of the standardized coefficient associated with the unbraced length over 
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radius of gyration is much larger than that associated with the web width-to-thickness ratio 
indicating the former parameter has more influence in predicting the CALR. This corresponds to 
the behavior seen in the deeper sections where larger h/tw ratios and smaller L/ry ratios out 
performed those with smaller h/tw and larger L/ry ratios. Changes in L/ry were less significant in 
the W14x176 than the deeper sections when the web and flange thickness were changed. This 
explains why the variations on that section did not follow the same web trend, but followed the 
flange trend for the CALR. 
While the b/t ratio showed some influence on the CALR in section 4.4.1, this parameter does not 
contribute to the proposed regression model. As mentioned previously, the CALR is reduced 
every time the b/t ratio is halved, but tends to remain the same or increase slightly when the b/t 
ratio is doubled for the members studied. This implies that once a minimum threshold b/t ratio is 
reached, increasing that ratio does not improve the capacity of the member under this loading 
protocol. Therefore, the b/t ratio does not significantly improve the ability to predict the CALR 
and does not appear as a statistically significant parameter in the regression model used to 
estimate the CALR. 
4.5 RESULTS OF DRIFT THEN LOAD PROTOCOL 
Twelve sections as listed in Table 4-4 are investigated under initial axial loads ranging from 0Py 
to 0.75Py and loaded until failure after being laterally displaced to 2%, 4%, or 6% drift.  Being 
able to predict the failure mode and capacity of the section given the initial axial load and 
column slenderness parameters will lead to a better understanding of these sections under a 
combined axial and lateral loading scheme and ultimately improved design guidelines. Various 
types of failure modes as labeled in Table 4-4 were exhibited by the range of sections. A 
“Global” failure mode indicates that the member did not experience significant local buckling 
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and failed in a global lateral torsional or flexural buckling mode. A failure mode leading with 
“Local” indicates that significant local buckling near the column ends was observed prior to 
failure. While “Local – Global (L – G)” columns ultimately failed in a global lateral torsional or 
flexural buckling mode, those just labeled “Local” experienced a localized failure near the 
column top while the rest of the member essentially remained elastic. Members labeled “Local-
Transition (L – T)” also experienced significant local buckling and appeared to begin failing in a 
“Local” mode, but then experienced significant twisting as shown in Figure 4-15 (b). The post-
failure shapes are shown in Figure 4-14 for the different “Local” failure modes where the column 
is shown both at failure and a few time steps following failure.   
Table 4-4. Sections investigated using DTL scheme. 
2% Lateral Drift 




















W24x104 61.9 0.83 0.78 Global 0.70 Global 0.53 Global -*  
W24x117 61.2 0.85 0.80 Global 0.77 Global 0.59 Global -*  
W24x131 60.6 0.88 0.82 Global 0.77 Global 0.62 Global -*  
W27x146 56.3 0.85 0.85 Global 0.82 L - G 0.72 L - G -*  
W27x178 55.4 0.90 0.90 Global 0.85 Global 0.78 L - G -*  
W27x194 54. 0.90 0.90 Global 0.86 Global 0.79 Global -*  
W30x191 52.0 0.88 0.89 Global 0.86 Global 0.76 Global -*  
W30x211 51.6 0.91 0.91 Global 0.88 Global 0.80 Global 0.79 L - G  
W30x326 50.0 0.91 0.95 Global 0.91 Global 0.83 Local 0.80 Global 
W36x247 48.1 0.87 0.90 Global 0.86 Global 0.75 Global -*  
W36x282 47.4 0.90 0.90 Global 0.90 Global 0.79 Global 0.77 L - G 






4% Lateral Drift 




















W24x104 61.9 0.83 0.75 Global 0.67 Global 0.53 L - G -*  
W24x117 61.2 0.85 0.79 Global 0.74 Global 0.59 L - G -*  
W24x131 60.6 0.88 0.82 Global 0.74 Global 0.62 Global -*  
W27x146 56.3 0.85 0.84 Global 0.75 Local 0.72 L - G -*  
W27x178 55.4 0.90 0.88 Global 0.81 L - G 0.78 L - G -*  
W27x194 54. 0.90 0.88 Global 0.81 Global 0.79 L - G -*  
W30x191 52.0 0.88 0.88 Global 0.80 L - T 0.76 L - T -*  
W30x211 51.6 0.91 0.90 Global 0.82 L - T 0.80 L - T -*  
W30x326 50.0 0.91 0.94 Global 0.86 Global 0.83 Global -*  
W36x247 48.1 0.87 0.90 Global 0.77 Local 0.75 Local -*  
W36x282 47.4 0.90 0.90 Global 0.82 Local 0.79 Local -*  
W36x487 45.5 0.93 0.97 Global 0.93 Global  0.89 Global 0.76 Global 
 
6% Lateral Drift 




















W24x104 61.9 0.83 0.74 Global 0.64 L - G -*  -*  
W24x117 61.2 0.85 0.79 Global 0.74 L - G -*  -*  
W24x131 60.6 0.88 0.82 L - T 0.72 Global 0.53 Global -*  
W27x146 56.3 0.85 0.73 Global 0.72 L - T 0.68 L - T -*  
W27x178 55.4 0.90 0.86 Global 0.74 L - T 0.72 L - T -*  
W27x194 54. 0.90 0.86 Global 0.78 L - G 0.74 L - T -*  
W30x191 52.0 0.88 0.86 Global 0.74 L - T 0.70 L - T -*  
W30x211 51.6 0.91 0.87 Global 0.75 L - T 0.74 L - T -*  
W30x326 50.0 0.91 0.92 Global 0.80 Global 0.76 L - G -*  
W36x247 48.1 0.87 0.86 Global 0.71 Local 0.70 Local -*  
W36x282 47.4 0.90 0.89 Global 0.76 Local 0.72 Local -*  
W36x487 45.5 0.93 0.97 Global 0.92 Global  0.82 L - G -*  
*A dash indicates the member was unable to maintain the initial axial load up to the lateral drift specified. 




Figure 4-15. Deformed shape at failure and shortly after failure under initial load 0.50Py 
for a) W27x194 (Local - Global), b) W30x191 (Local - Transition), and c) W36x282 (Local) 
4.5.1 Initial Axial Load 
As shown in 4-16, increasing the initial axial load leads to a decrease in the final axial load 
capacity of the section with respect to all the slenderness ratios at a drift of 4%. Similar behavior 
is exhibited at different lateral drift ratios and will be discussed further in the following section. 
The majority of the sections did not experience significant local buckling under an initial load of 
0Py as shown by the dominant “Global” failure mode in Table 4-4. When the axial capacity is 
increased from 0Py to 0.25Py, the sections that continued to experience global failure only saw a 




in axial capacity of 10% compared to their final axial capacity at 0Py. The sections that 
experienced significant local buckling at the column ends saw a decrease in final axial capacity 
ranging from 9-15% with the failure mode “Local” being on the high end and “Local – Global” 
being on the low end with “Local – Transition” in between. When the initial axial load was 
increased to 0.50Py, once again the sections that experienced “Local” failure modes had the 
largest decreases in axial capacity whereas the sections that experienced a “Global” failure mode 
had the smallest decreases excluding the three W24 sections. The W24 sections saw significant 
decreases in axial capacity due to the large L/ry values leading to global lateral-torsional buckling 




Figure 4-16. Relationship between axial capacity at 4% drift with respect to slenderness 



















































4.5.2 Lateral Drift 
Drift levels of 2%, 4% and 6% were investigated under the various axial load ratios. As was 
expected, sections experienced more extensive local buckling and instances of local failure at 
higher lateral drift ratios as shown in Table 4-5. From this table it can also be noted that as 
significant local buckling increases due to an increase in lateral drift, the failure mode shifts from 
“Global” to “Local – Global” to “Local – Transition” and finally to “Local” if the local buckling 
becomes significant enough. In addition to increased local buckling, increasing the lateral 
displacement also lowers the final axial resistance of the member as shown in 4-17 and Table 
4-6. Slender sections performed the worst with the two lighter W24 sections unable to reach 6% 
drift under 0.50Py and the heaviest W24 section only achieving a final axial capacity of 0.53Py. 
After these members, the least compact sections of the W27, W30, and W36 sections 
investigated performed the worst. When subjected to 6% lateral drift with an initial axial load of 
0.50Py, the final axial capacities of each of these sections were 20% below their flexural 
compressive strengths calculated using AISC Chapter E (2010) with Ky=0.7 as shown in Table 
4-4. While increasing the lateral drift ratio increases local buckling and shifts the failure mode, 
the reduction in axial capacity is relatively minor. This implies that columns are still able to carry 







Table 4-5. Failure modes for different levels of lateral displacement under an initial axial 
load of 0.25Py 
Section 
Lateral Displacement 
2% 4% 6% 
W24x104 Global Global Local - Global 
W24x117 Global Global Local - Global 
W24x131 Global Global Global 
W27x146 Local - Global Local - Transition Local - Transition 
W27x178 Global Local - Global Local - Transition 
W27x194 Global Global Local - Global 
W30x191 Global Local - Transition Local 
W30x211 Global Local - Transition Local - Transition 
W30x326 Global Global Global 
W36x247 Global Local Local 
W36x282 Global Local Local 
W36x487 Global Global Global 
 
Table 4-6. Final axial load for different levels of initial axial load at each drift level. 
Section 
Initial Axial Load 
0Py 0.25Py 0.50Py 0.75Py 
Drift Level (%) 2 4 6 2 4 6 2 4 6 2 4 6 
W24x104 0.78 0.75 0.74 0.70 0.67 0.64 0.63 0.53 - - - - 
W24x117 0.80 0.79 0.79 0.77 0.74 0.74 0.69 0.59 - - - - 
W24x131 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.77 0.74 0.72 0.74 0.62 0.53 - - - 
W27x146 0.85 0.84 0.73 0.82 0.75 0.72 0.80 0.72 0.68 - - - 
W27x178 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.81 0.74 0.78 0.78 0.72 - - - 
W27x194 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.81 0.78 0.81 0.79 0.74 - - - 
W30x191 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.80 0.74 0.84 0.76 0.70 - - - 
W30x211 0.91 0.90 0.87 0.88 0.82 0.75 0.84 0.80 0.74 0.79 - - 
W30x326 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.86 0.80 0.89 0.83 0.76 0.80 - - 
W36x247 0.90 0.90 0.86 0.86 0.77 0.71 0.82 0.75 0.70 - - - 
W36x282 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.82 0.76 0.87 0.79 0.72 0.77 - - 




Figure 4-17. Relationship between axial capacity at each drift level with respect to 













































4.5.3 Interruption in Load Path 
Based on behavior presented in Figure 4-15, it is clear that significant local buckling is occurring 
under this loading scheme. However, as seen in Figures 4-16 and 4-174-17, this local buckling 
does not correspond to as severe of a drop in axial capacity as expected based on the analytical 
model. 
In Chapter 2, it was shown that any interruption of the load path could significantly reduce the 
axial resistance of a steel column. However, this was with complete removal of elements in the 
flange and was extrapolated to assume that local buckling presented a similar load path 
interruption. That is to say, it was assumed that local buckling of the flange and web rendered the 
elements completely unable to transfer the load as is commonly assumed in cold formed steel 
sections with the effective width method (Ziemian 2010). It is clear from this study that this 
assumption is inaccurate for hot rolled sections. Despite large amounts of local buckling, the 
sections are still able to maintain a significant portion of the squash load. Even if the elements 
are still able to maintain load, it would be expected that their resistance would drop in proportion 
to the angle, θ, they maintain with the original geometry as shown in Figure 4-18. A similar 




Figure 4-18. Local buckling seen in W36x282 at 4% drift at point of failure  
With this in mind, several parameters outlined in Table 4-7 were recorded in an attempt to 
quantify the local and global behavior seen under this combined loading scheme based on 
geometric properties. The largest out of plane displacement of the web (δWeb) and flange (δFlange) 
are recorded to determine the angle, θ, and quantify the amount of local buckling. The largest out 
of plane displacement of the web along the weak axis (Max Y) is also recorded to quantify the 
amount of twisting present at failure (θ). The depth over which the local buckling occurred was 
consistently within 5% of the depth, d, of the section. The amount of axial shortening also shows 
a clear trend of increasing as local buckling increases, which as stated previously increases as the 
lateral drift increases. These trends are evident in Figure 4-19. The implication of these trends is 







buckling through compactness criteria, axial shortening will not be an issue. This is consistent 
with the experimental findings of Uang et al. (2015) and their statement that “most of the column 
specimens showed significant shortening after severe local buckling or global buckling 
occurred.” 















W24x104 - - - 0.89 89.9 0.30 0.67 
W24x117 - - - 0.92 84.3 0.28 0.74 
W24x131 - - - 0.83 91.4 0.30 0.74 
W27x146 94.9 12.0 12.4 1.07 50.6 0.15 0.75 
W27x178 101 9.02 7.81 0.92 61.9 0.18 0.81 
W27x194 - - - 0.67 93.6 0.27 0.81 
W30x191 91.3 5.90 10.6 0.98 43.0 0.11 0.80 
W30x211 97.2 5.20 8.48 1.00 42.5 0.11 0.82 
W30x326 - - - 0.85 63.4 0.15 0.86 
W36x247 84.5 10.8 10.3 1.18 43.3 0.09 0.77 
W36x282 88.8 10.0 6.63 0.96 48.5 0.10 0.82 
W36x487 - - - 0.91 52.3 0.11 0.93 
 
 
Figure 4-19. Relationship between axial shortening and amount of local buckling in flange 
and web under 0.25Py for 2% (square), 4% (circle), and 6% (triangle) lateral drifts for 
columns that experienced either a global failure mode (solid) or significant local buckling 






































Based on the length, d, and the measured maximum displacement in the web and flange shown in 
Table 4-7, the angle, θ, ranges from 7 to 17 degrees for all the columns studied.  Taking the 
cosine of these angles to determine the magnitude of the vertically transferred load through these 
buckled elements, the worst case scenario is a 5% reduction in load transfer. This severe angle is 
also only present at the extreme fiber of the flange and quickly returns to insignificant values 
closer to the intersection with the web. For the web, this severe angle is present over the majority 
of the depth indicating the web buckle is likely causing a more significant reduction in the 
capacity than the flange buckle. These observations are illustrated in Figure 4-20 by a cross-
section in the locally buckled region for a W36x282 that has an initial axial load of 0.25Py and is 
laterally displaced to 4% drift. The solid elements are fully yielded and the unfilled elements 
have varying stress magnitudes less than the yield stress at the time of failure. The average 





Figure 4-20. Stresses in cross-section over time with cross-section indicating elements that 

























































































































































While the majority of the web elements are not yielding, they are still carrying stresses ranging 
from 39 to 240 MPa with elements closer to the intersection of the plate elements supporting 
more of the load as shown in the distribution of average stress over the cross-section for various 
points in the loading protocol as shown in Figure 4-21. 
 
Figure 4-21. Stress distribution over cross section at a) end of drift – 4% drift, 0.25Py 
(dotted line), b) 4% drift, 0.36Py  (dash-dotted line), c) 4% drift, 0.74Py  (dashed line), and 
d) failure – 4% drift, 0.82Py  (solid line) 
As the axial load increases to the point of failure, the compression flange tips and the elements 
near the center of the web lose some of their ability to support the load. These regions are the 

















tension because of the drift protocol has picked up the load being shed by the severely buckled 
regions and essentially fully yields except for an exterior element that fluctuates into tension as 
the member buckles about the weak-axis. The reduction in the ability of the distorted elements to 
transfer the load does not entirely account for the reduced capacity in the member indicating that 
other behavior is influencing the capacity.  
4.5.4 Effective Length Factor 
Both the initial axial load and lateral drift trends indicate that increased local buckling leads to 
the potential for a “local” failure mode which corresponds to the most severe drop in axial 
resistance. However, interruption of the load path due to local buckling does not appear to 
sufficiently account for this drop in capacity.   
The impact of local buckling near the column ends not only interrupts the load path, but also 
results in changing boundary conditions that affect the effective length of the column.  The local 
buckling and associated yielding reduce the constraints at the column ends which increase the 
effective length factors, Ky and Kz. The effective length factor for weak-axis flexural buckling, 
Ky, is calculated since it is the predominant mode of global failure seen in the members. This 
value is determined by using the equations from AISC Chapter E (2010) assuming the nominal 
compressive strength, Pn, is the recorded axial capacity from the FE models. While significant 
twisting behavior is evident in the majority of the members, the effective length factor for 
torsional buckling, Kz, is closely related to and exhibits similar trends to those seen for Ky, but 
provides a more difficult physical meaning to grasp. As shown in Figure 4-22, as the initial axial 
load increases, the effective length factor increases in a nearly linear manner. This is consistent 
with an increase in local buckling seen in columns with higher initial axial loads and thus a 
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decrease in their axial capacity. The W24x131 section shown in Figure 4-23 is representative of 
how changing the lateral drift alters the effective length factor. Increasing the lateral drift 
increases the effective length, decreasing the axial capacity. This increase is exacerbated as the 
initial axial load level increases, which is consistent with more local buckling occurring under 
both higher drift levels and larger axial loads. 
 
Figure 4-22. Relationship between initial axial load and the effective length factor for 4% 
lateral drift 
 
Figure 4-23. Relationship between 2% (circle), 4% (triangle), and 6% (square) drift levels 


























































Initial Axial Load, P/Py
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Based on the trends seen for the various failure modes, conservative estimates of an effective 
length factor, Ky, for different axial load levels are shown in Table 4-8. This effective length 
factor can be used to estimate the capacity of the section, P/Py, using the equations found in 
AISC Chapter E (2010) for flexural buckling and accounts for the various parameters studied 
herein. An effective length factor is not provided for cases that experienced the “Local” failure 
mode since Ky is associated with a global buckling mode. A method of predicting the capacity of 
members that experience “Local” failure will require further study as a clear trend is not apparent 
from the three members that exhibited this behavior. 
Table 4-8. Predicted Ky value based on geometric properties. 
Slenderness Parameters Failure Mode Ky 
0.25Py 
𝐿/𝑟𝑦 > 60   Global or L-G 1.1 
60 > 𝐿/𝑟𝑦  > 50   Global, L-T, L-G 1.1 
𝐿/𝑟𝑦 < 50 ℎ/𝑡𝑤 > 35 𝑏/𝑡 > 5 Local NR* 
 ℎ/𝑡𝑤 < 35 𝑏/𝑡 < 5 Global 1.0 
0.50Py 
𝐿/𝑟𝑦 > 60   Global, L-G 1.4 
60 > 𝐿/𝑟𝑦  > 50   Global, L-T, L-G 1.2 
𝐿/𝑟𝑦 < 50 ℎ/𝑡𝑤 > 35 𝑏/𝑡 > 5 Local NR* 
 ℎ/𝑡𝑤 < 35 𝑏/𝑡 < 5 Global 1.1 
0.75Py 
𝐿/𝑟𝑦 < 60 ℎ/𝑡𝑤 > 35 𝑏/𝑡 > 5 L-G 1.2 
 ℎ/𝑡𝑤 < 35 𝑏/𝑡 < 5 Global 1.1 
*No recommendation (NR)  
A comparison of the axial capacity predicted by using the modified effective length factors from 
Table 4-8 and the values obtained from the finite element models are shown in Table 4-9 for the 
case of 4% lateral drift. This modified factor provides a reasonably conservative estimate of the 
nominal capacity of the various sections. Absolute percent errors in capacity between the FE 
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model and the modified Ky calculation range from 1.5 to 7.7% with the modified Ky value being 
conservative for all sections except for the W24x104.  




 Initial Load 0.25Py Initial Load 0.50Py 
Ky = 0.7 FE  Modified Ky % Error FE  Modified Ky % Error 
W24x104 0.83 0.67 0.68 -1.49 0.53 0.56 -5.66 
W24x117 0.85 0.74 0.70 5.41 0.59 0.57 3.39 
W24x131 0.88 0.74 0.72 2.70 0.62 0.59 4.84 
W27x146 0.85 0.75 0.73 2.67 0.72 0.69 4.17 
W27x178 0.90 0.81 0.76 6.17 0.78 0.72 7.69 
W27x194 0.90 0.81 0.77 4.94 0.79 0.73 7.59 
W30x191 0.88 0.80 0.76 5.00 0.76 0.73 3.95 
W30x211 0.91 0.82 0.79 3.66 0.80 0.76 5.00 
W30x326 0.91 0.86 0.80 6.98 0.83 0.77 7.23 
W36x247 0.87 0.77 *NR - 0.75 *NR - 
W36x282 0.90 0.82 *NR - 0.79 *NR - 
W36x487 0.93 0.93 0.86 7.53 0.89 0.83 6.74 
 
4.6 CONCLUSIONS 
The analytical model developed in this chapter indicates that the amount of damage within the 
cross-section has a much more significant impact on the axial capacity of the section than the 
amount of damage along the length. However, it was shown in the finite element models that 
local buckling in the flange and web is not equivalent to complete removal of the elements and 
that the elements in the buckled region can still support a significant amount of the load.  
A statistical regression on models run in a similar fashion to the cyclic study performed in 
Chapter 3 indicates that while L/ry and h/tw are the most important parameters in predicting the 
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residual capacity, L/ry has a more significant impact, especially for deeper sections. This is 
evident from the way the deeper members behave in comparison to the compact W14s when 
their web thickness is changed.  
The final loading scheme illustrates the importance of the initial axial load prior to additional 
load being applied through the overturning moment. Both larger drifts and larger initial axial 
loads lead to significant local buckling. While axial shortening has been proposed as a concern, it 
is clear that shortening is the result of local buckling and can therefore be controlled by 
compactness limits that reduce local buckling issues. An increase in local buckling not only 
interrupts the load path, but also weakens and then alters the boundary conditions. While the 
interruption due to local buckling alone is insignificant, the additional alteration of the boundary 
conditions can lead to lower axial capacities than expected.  Based on the sections studied, the 
expected failure mode and a modified effective length factor can be predicted based on 
geometric properties of the member. This contradicts the current practice of “conservatively” 
using Ky =1 as proposed in the commentary of the AISC Seismic Design Guidelines Chapter D 
(2010) based on the W14 study performed by Newell and Uang (2006). Using the CALR ratios 
from the cyclic studies in Chapter 3 yields higher Ky values, implying that this effective length 
factor will likely be increased under a cyclic loading scheme due an increased amount of local 
buckling near the column ends. This will need to be further studied under a comparable cyclic 
loading protocol to the DTL protocol.  
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CHAPTER 5  
VISUALIZATION OF COMPLEX SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS IN VIRTUAL 
REALITY 
5.1 GENERAL 
This chapter provides an introduction and the motivation behind the educational research 
objective. Current virtual reality (VR) technology is described and new virtual reality tools 
addressing structural engineering concepts are presented. The deployment of these models to the 
undergraduate steel design course is then discussed and situated in relevant educational studies, 
indicating where it can improve educators understanding of how students learn. Quantitative and 
qualitative evaluation of the impact of these models on improving student understanding of 
buckled shapes is also presented.  
5.2 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
In the field of structural engineering, complex three-dimensional arrangements of structural 
elements are used to resist gravity, wind, earthquakes, and a multitude of other loading effects. 
Understanding how these arrangements deform and respond to loads is necessary for the 
successful design of structures (Wai et al. 2009). Traditionally, drawings and static pictures are 
used to convey the complexity of these spatial arrangements and their deformation modes. 
Depicting these three-dimensional objects in a two-dimensional manner requires students to 
build a mental picture of the structural member or assembly of several members with limited 
information and experience.  
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While visualizing complex spatial arrangements may be challenging for some people, the 
deformation or motion of these arrangements under various loading scenarios or other external 
stimuli only increases the difficulty of visual comprehension.  Past research indicates that the 
general population has a wide range of spatial abilities and that these abilities are related to 
visualization comprehension (Velez et al. 2005). Due to this range of spatial ability, meaning a 
person’s innate aptitude to visualize before any formal training has occurred (Sorby 1999), some 
students may struggle to understand three dimensional concepts represented in a traditional 
classroom setting. In attempts to clarify these complex arrangements, educators have resorted to 
physical models. While anecdotally more efficient in conveying the desired information than 2D 
projections, the types of phenomena capable of being explored with physical models are severely 
limited by cost and safety concerns, particularly at full-scale. Educators in the structural 
engineering field struggling with this problem have resorted to physical models. Figure 5-1a 
shows a steel sculpture promoted by the American Institute of Steel Construction and built on 
more than 100 colleges and universities across the United States 
(http://www.aisc.org/content.aspx?id=704). It is intended to show students how steel structural 
members intersect and are connected together using structural fasteners. Anecdotal evidence 
accumulated over many years suggests that students do gain good appreciation for the spatial 
nature of steel connections. They do so by walking around the sculpture, examining it and even 
touching its members. However, the sculpture is static and covers only a limited number of 
configurations. Such models can be replaced by simulation models as shown in Figure 5-1b 




Figure 5-1. AISC Steel Sculpture as a a) physical model (www.aisc.org) and b) proposed 
virtual reality model. 
The overarching goal of this mixed methods study is to evaluate the impact of newly developed 
virtual reality (VR) tools with respect to student learning through comparison with the standard 
lecture. Ideally, these VR models will provide an interactive, exciting way for students to 
improve their understanding of complex spatial arrangements and encourage them to pursue a 
career in civil engineering. An evaluation of these tools will provide an understanding of what is 
difficult for students to grasp about complex spatial arrangements and how the VR tools are 
addressing those difficulties. An understanding of student and faculty perception of the impact of 
these new VR methods for teaching concepts previously taught using traditional lecture methods 
will also be achieved. The research questions for this study include: 
Q1: Do virtual reality models improve student understanding of complex spatial arrangements?  
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Q2: How do these models affect a student's ability to visualize or identify structural behavior and 
limit states?  
Q3: How are these tools perceived by both the students and instructor in terms of their impact on 
student learning? 
5.3 VIRTUAL REALITY MODELS 
Virtual reality (VR) is a rich environment for comprehension and analysis of complex three-
dimensional arrangements and is well-developed (Lee and El-Tawil 2008). It is an immersive 
environment, where users wearing the proper equipment can ‘climb’ up a model, ‘squeeze’ 
through an opening, or ‘fly’ up and around for an overview, thereby, experiencing the size and 
extent of important features in a natural and intelligible way (Figure 5-2). It is also an interactive 
environment, where a user can manipulate or manuever around the model being displayed.  
Figure 5-2 shows a user in a CAVE-like environment that deploys VR (Cruz-Neira et al. 1992). 
The particular CAVE-like system used in this study consists of a 3 x 3 x 3 m room with life-size 
stereoscopic projections that fill the user’s field of vision. A user wears a head mounted device to 
tell the system where s/he is looking and can use a variety of input devices or gestures to transmit 
commands as shown in Figure 5-3. 
The idea behind this system is to achieve the illusion of complete immersion and interaction. For 
optimal portability, non-immersive VR that simply uses the screen of a desktop or laptop 
computer can be deployed as well (Figure 5-4). In this system, the user employs a head mounted 
device, such as the Oculus Rift (Luckey 2012), and hand system to provide the same type of 
input as in the CAVE-like system, but does not need to physically move around the environment. 
The portable device is more practical for most situations since the initial cost of the device is 
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several orders of magnitude lower than constructing the CAVE-like system. The CAVE-like 
systems that employ VR are also limited to one user at a time, so the use of portable devices is 
more practical for deploying this technology to a larger audience. Code was written to allow 
multiple users of the Oculus Rift to view the same model at one time. The primary user navigates 
the VR environment with a hand system while the additional users are carried along with the 
primary user’s navigation. To avoid motion sickness of the non-primary users, each users’ 
perspective is unique and is still controlled by motion tracking of their individual head set 
despite their global motion being controlled by the primary user.  
 




Figure 5-3. Users in the UM-MIDEN with the headset and hand tracking devices. 
 
Figure 5-4. Several participants using a Portable VR System (Oculus Rift). 
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5.3.1 New Virtual Reality Tools 
Several models have been created and displayed in the MIDEN for enhanced visualization. 
These models can be built on several platforms and converted to the virtual markup language 
(VRML) for viewing in a 3D manner.  
5.3.1.1 Static Models 
The AISC Steel Sculpture as shown in 5-5 is an example of a model that provides useful spatial 
information without any dynamic loading or animation. This model was created in AutoCAD, 
modified to include bolts and welds in AutoCAD Inventor, and directly exported to VRML using 
AutoCAD 3ds Max. Using the University of Michigan virtual reality software, Jugular 3.0, the 
VRML file of the static model can be directly loaded into the MIDEN for an immersive virtual 
reality experience. This capability allows for any full scale building created in AutoCAD to be 
quickly deployed for users to explore and investigate connection detailing and member spacing. 
Figures 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7 show various aspects of the model, clearly depicting the level of 
realism that can be achieved.   
 




Figure 5-6. View 'floating' above the sculpture. 
 
Figure 5-7. View 'peering' in on a connection. 
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In addition to the general user abilities, the code was modified to allow the user to remove parts 
for a clearer viewing experience. When a user points (using a laser-pointer-like model) at a 
particular member and presses a button, the member becomes translucent, in essence allowing 
the user to deconstruct the structure. The member remains translucent so that when a user wants 
to re-add the part back to the model, they merely need to point at it and press the same button. 
The code also allow for the user to press a different button to re-add all the parts at once if 
multiple members have been removed as shown in .  
 
Figure 5-8. Translucence of the model is illustrated by the bottom left white beam 
5.3.1.2 Dynamic Models  
Another common complex spatial concept taught in undergraduate and graduate steel design 
courses is the buckling of beam and column members. Several models illustrating local and 
global buckling were created in the commerically available software, Hypermesh (2011) and 
analyzed using the LS-Dyna (2005) platform. Code was written to allow data obtained from the 
structural analysis software to be implemented in the MIDEN, so that users be immersed in a 
computer-generated environment to explore animations of local buckling, global buckling and 
the sequence of how one occurs and potentially leads to another. 
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Users have the same capabilites that were present in the static models, but can now also pause 
and control the speed of the animation. Currently, five column models have been developed to 
illustrate weak-axis flexural, strong-axis flexural, torsional, local flange, and local web buckling 
as shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10.Users can also view an animation of the axial stress as it 
changes over time, superimposed on the main geometry of the column.  
 
Figure 5-9. Five columns at various time steps illustrating a) weak-axis flexural, b) strong-




Figure 5-10. Additional views of global and local buckling behavior  
5.4 EVALUATION OF VR MODELS 
5.4.1 Theoretical Framework 
This study is based on the theoretical framework for design research in education as defined by 
Cobb et al. (2003) and utilized by Koretsky et al. (2011). While the VR tools in this particular 
study are targeting a key concept in a specific field, the research questions are more concerned 
with understanding if and how these tools are helping students understand complex spatial 
arrangements. One goal of investigating these questions is to develop a design theory that 
“explains why designs work and suggests how they may be adapted to new circumstances,” 
(Cobb et al. 2003, p. 9). As described by Cobb et al. (2003, p. 11), design experiments in the 
classroom have the “theoretical intent [to] identify and account for successive patterns in student 
thinking by relating these patterns to the means by which their development was supported and 
organized.” To elicit these successive patterns, it is imperative to understand how students are 
thinking about the key concepts before, during and after their experience with the VR models.  
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As stated in the research questions, this thinking will be elicited by addressing student’s 
perceptions about their learning and gaining an understanding of their epistemological beliefs 
meaning “the beliefs students hold to be true about the nature of knowledge and the nature of 
knowing,” (Carberry et al. 2010, p. 1). Understanding how the identified patterns are developed 
and supported is necessary to provide a sense of the tool’s affordances for helping students learn 
other content in the future. To prepare for this study and identify the appropriate methods to 
address the research questions, it is useful to understand how new technology has been used and 
evaluated in other educational situations. 
Several studies have looked at the effects of using virtual laboratories in which students obtain 
data by interacting with computer simulations of laboratory or industrial process equipment. For 
example, Koretsky et al. (2011) investigated the effects of physical laboratories and a virtual 
laboratory on student knowledge and awareness of their own learning through the use of coded 
surveys. Their findings suggest that students had more knowledge of experimental design and 
made more references to critical thinking and higher order cognition with the use of the virtual 
laboratories as opposed to just being exposed to the physical laboratory. Chaturvedi and Akan 
(2011) also investigated the impact of virtual laboratories on student learning using statistical 
analysis on quiz results from control and experiment groups. This study showed learning gains 
for students who were exposed to the virtual laboratory using quantitative methods. 
Schnabel and Kvan (2003) looked at spatial understanding by having participants reconstruct a 
three dimensional object after having studied the object in either a 2D or 3D environment. 
Students were interviewed after the task was completed and accuracy of the reconstructed object 
was compared across the two groups. The results of the study indicated that the immersive 3D 
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experience provided the user with a better understanding of complex volumes and their spatial 
arrangements. 
Ragan et al. (2012) investigated the effect of navigational control on a user’s ability to retain 
information learned in a virtual reality environment. Their virtual reality tool consisted of “fact 
cards” providing information about animals, and the results of their study did not support the 
hypothesis that interactive control affects learning positively for this simple environment. The 
study actually showed that allowing the user to have manual control in navigating the virtual 
environment resulted in a lesser ability to recall information. The authors attributed this 
unexpected finding to the fact that the task was time-pressured and having manual instead of 
automatic control detracted from the learning task.  
In a study addressing the ability of animations to improve understanding, Tversky et al. (2002) 
indicated that despite enthusiasm for animation, it has not produced the anticipated benefits. This 
study acknowledges the fact that interactivity is a factor known to facilitate learning, but careful 
studies addressing interactivity in combination with animation in facilitating student learning 
have not been undertaken.  
It is apparent there is minimal literature regarding use of tools similar to the VR models proposed 
in this study. Therefore, the study of these tools represents a unique opportunity to provide a 
design theory that will enable this new technology to be used in other applications. This present 
study will also investigate the idea of animation with interactivity (i.e. the ability for the user to 
zoom, view the animation from alternative perspectives, and stop/start or control the speed of 




A mixed methods approach as seen in previous design experiments such as Brown (1992) and 
Koretsky et al. (2011) is adopted for this work. To quantitatively evaluate the impact of the VR 
models on student understanding (Q1), students are presented with pre- and post-tests about local 
and global buckling in steel columns similar in nature to the way Chaturvedi and Akan (2011) 
used quizzes in their study. Since validated instruments such as concept inventories regarding 
steel design, particularly buckling of steel members, do not currently exist, pre- and post-tests 
developed from past exam problems are used to assess student understanding of the topic. Nine 
of the questions are multiple choice while the final question asks the student to draw a simple 
figure as shown in Figure 5-11. Guidelines for the format of multiple choice questions were 
followed to decrease threats to validity with respect to the measuring tool used in this study 
(Haladyna et al., 2002). Incorrect answers that are based on commonly held misconceptions as 
experienced by the two PIs, who have taught this course numerous times, serve as distractors in 
the multiple choice questions. Questions 1 and 2 address the student’s ability to identify buckled 
shapes based on figures showing cross-section displacement at mid-span as well as isometric 
views of the displaced shape along the length. Question 3 addresses the student’s ability to 




Figure 5-11. Test questions used to assess student understanding of buckled shapes. 
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Surveys and interviews are used to assess student and instructor perception of the virtual reality 
tools (Q3). The survey consists of five questions meant to both elicit student perceptions of the 
models as well as offer feedback for improving and expanding the tools for other applications. 
The pre- and post-test data helped guide the selection of students to interview so that a range of 
student experiences are further explored. Specifically, three students whose test score improved, 
three students whose test score did not change, and three students whose test score decreased on 
the post-test were interviewed. Audio-recording devices are used during the semi-structured 
interviews and the conversation is transcribed with the exclusion of distractors and pauses as 
students contemplate or hesitate to answer. This denaturalized approach to transcription is 
employed in an effort to focus on the information context of the interview and accurately reflect 
the meanings and perceptions shared by the student (Oliver, et al., 2006). As discussed by 
Leydans et al. (2004), interviews are effective tools for obtaining the thoughts and perspectives 
of participants beyond the observations, such as the students’ performance provided in the pre- 
and post-tests. Semi-structured interviews are used so that the same general ideas are discussed 
during each interview, but the interviewer has the opportunity to probe for additional information 
based on previous responses. Interviews were employed so students had the opportunity to not 
only identify what helped or hindered their understanding, but explain why different aspects of 
the virtual reality experience affected their ability to understand the concept in question. Only 
nine interviews were conducted due to the homogeneity of the group being studied and the fact 
that saturation appeared to occur, meaning additional information did not necessarily add 
anything to the theoretical narrative (Dey, 1999). 
Field notes are used during observation of the students as they interact with the VR models and 
the instructor guiding them through the process. These observations address how the models are 
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affecting the students’ ability to visualize or identify structural engineering concepts (Q2). 
Surveys and observation are performed for all the students who participate as the students only 
visit once and spend approximately 5-10 minutes using the VR tools. The duration and frequency 
of the visit is a product of the amount of class time that can be reasonably dedicated to this 
particular concept, but could vary depending on the content being conveyed by the VR tools. 
5.4.2.1 Participants and Settings 
The students involved are enrolled in a senior level undergraduate steel design course at a large 
Midwestern University. The first year that these models were deployed in this course, students 
could voluntarily choose to visit the CAVE-like environment during their regularly scheduled lab 
time. The generalizability of the impact on student learning that the proposed VR tools have is 
questionable due to the fact that the participants were not randomly chosen and already belong to 
a select and small pool of potential participants. In an attempt to address this lack of random 
sampling, the incentive for attending included having the higher of the pre- and post-test grades 
used to calculate their midterm grade. This incentive is given to encourage students who are 
struggling with the material to attend in addition to those who are naturally curious and want to 
learn more. As a result, students with a wide range of understanding chose to experience the VR 
models.  
Of the 47 students enrolled in the steel design course during the fall of 2013, 24 students viewed 
the VR models as shown in 5-10. This group consists of 15 males and 9 females. Of the students 
who did not participate, 21 were male and 2 were female. The students who did not participate 
had an average score of 9.52 out of 10 on the pre-test and it is assumed that they did not 
participate due to satisfaction with their original exam grade, lack of interest in the VR tools, or 
misunderstanding in regards to the activity. Both groups of students received classroom 
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instruction regarding buckled shapes in a traditional manner (i.e. classroom lecture and 2D 
drawings) from the same instructor.  
 
Figure 5-12. Students interacting with the buckling columns in the MIDEN. 
Additional data was collected the following year in the same course. Due to the small size of the 
class, all 29 students participated in the virtual reality experience. While the measurement tools 
remained the same, both a CAVE-like environment as well as a portable head mounted device 
for a less immersive experience were employed as shown in Figure 5-13. The purpose of 
obtaining this additional data is to contribute to the validity of Q1 by increasing the sample size. 
This data also enables a comparison between using the CAVE-like environment and a Portable 
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VR Device to explore the effect of user navigation since students expressed concerns regarding 
the ease of using the controls in the previous year as described in the following section. 
 
Figure 5-13. Students using the portable head mounted devices. 
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Concerns of validity include the fact that students who viewed the VR models received more 
instruction than those who did not participate, so their post-test score improvement may be a 
product of just more time spent discussing the subject matter as opposed to a reflection of the 
impact of the virtual reality tools. This reason was not substantiated when addressed in the 
interviews by students who felt they had an increased understanding of the concept. 
Triangulation (Patton 1999) in the form of multiple qualitative as well as quantitative methods of 
collecting data was used to produce a thorough understanding and address validity threats 
regarding all three research questions. 
5.4.3 Results 
After the interviews were transcribed and the data from the surveys were compiled, an iterative 
coding process was implemented. Following Miles et al. (2014), a set of first cycle codes were 
proposed and refined based on additional data. The identify and visualize codes are likely a 
product of the way students were asked questions on the survey as they were directly asked about 
their ability to identify and visualize buckled shapes. Open coding began with the survey data 
and additional codes were identified upon review of the transcribed interviews. All statements 
except for expressions emphasizing “how cool” the student found the experience were classified 
by a code developed in the first (survey) or second (interview) cycle of coding. These codes, or 
themes, were developed directly from the data based on patterns and repetitions and are 
summarized in Table 5-1. These themes were then used to provide a theoretical narrative for the 





Table 5-1. Codes applied to interviews and survey responses 
Code Description Example 
Identify 
General expressions of 
recognizing buckled shapes 
“The graphic models were very easily identifiable for the 
type of buckling that was occurring.” 
“I wasn’t sure how to first identify some, but the 
animations helped me compare the different types.” 
Visualize 
General expressions of picturing 
buckled shapes 
“I think it just gave me a better understanding of how they 
actually move instead of trying to envision in my head 
from the board or from something in the text book.” 
“It helps a lot to visualize the buckling shapes.” 
Interaction 
Expressions of being able to 
move around the model, view it 
from different angles, etc. 
“I moved the column down more cause I was looking, 
almost as if I was like on a top floor of the building, and 
then once I lowered myself, I was sort of equal level, I 
saw it differently and that was helpful.” 
“The maneuverability of the viewpoints was extremely 
helpful in making the buckling mode clear.” 
Colors 
Expressions about the colors of 
the models 
“I guess the colors helped me focus on a particular 
portion, so maybe if it was all the same color, you 
wouldn’t know exactly where to look.” 
Project  
Expressions of issues that 
student didn’t have themselves, 
but felt other people might have 
“I’m sure some people might have had a harder time.” 
“I don’t know if it was particularly, vastly beneficial for 
me, but I do know a lot of people who have a hard time 
visualizing things three dimensionally, and for that I can 
see this being, it’s a very useful tool.” 
Guide 
Expressions about the instructor 
interacting with the student 
during the experience 
“…so he was kind of quizzing me, ‘Well what form of 
buckling do you see on the end?’ and I would tell him and 
he’d say ‘Yeah, okay’ and we’d go on.” 
Controls 
Expressions about the device 
used to interact with the model 
“It took a little to get accustomed to the controls.” 
“I’m not used to playing with [video game controllers], so 
I was a little confused at first.” 
Difficulty 
Expressions of confusion or lack 
of understanding of buckled 
shapes 
“I think it’s sort of hard to write on the board. Like, try to 
make students understand what it’s supposed to look like 
in the field.” 
“I know on some of them, I was a little bit confused about 
what they would actually look like or how they would 
behave. I think seeing them helped me.” 
Animation 
Expressions about the movement 
of the models 
“I liked how multiple types of buckling were shown and 
you can see which developed first.” 
“Show stress concentration as they develop as well as the 
process in which different type of buckling occurs first.” 
“…so then you can actually see what is moving.” 
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5.4.3.1 Q1: Do virtual reality models improve student understanding of complex 
spatial arrangements?  
Simple t-tests with respect to the difference between two means are employed to determine if the 
scores of participants significantly changed following the virtual reality experience. The scores 
are also compared between those who used the CAVE-like system and those who used the 
Portable VR system to determine if the ability to manually navigate through the VR environment 
significantly impacted their ability to identify and visualize the different deformed shapes. The 
simple t-tests assume that the data was obtained from an independent, random sample of students 
taking an undergraduate steel design course and that the distribution of pre- and post-test scores 
within each of the two compared groups is normal (Agresti and Finlay 2009). 
A summary of the variables related to the various participants is found in Table 5-2. Results from 
the t-tests in Table 5-3 indicate that there was a statistically significant increase on average in the 
mean score of the post-test for students who experienced the fully immersive CAVE-like 
environment. The difference between the mean score for those who experienced the CAVE-like 
system and those who used the portable devices was not statistically significant at the 95% 
confidence level on both the pre and post-test. 
Table 5-4 summarizes the differences in means between both the CAVE-like and portable device 
users compared to the students who did not have a VR experience. Students who participated in 
one of the VR experiences had on average, a statistically lower mean score on the pre-test than 
those who did not participate. Comparisons of the post-test results indicates that on average, the 
mean scores between VR users and Non-VR users were statistically insignificant at the 95% 
confidence level for Portable users. The significance for CAVE-like users lowered from 99.9% 
confidence to 95% confidence. This indicates that students who initially struggled with the 
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material closed the gap on the test scores with their peers who did not participate in the 
experience and previously had higher test scores on average. 
Table 5-2. Descriptive statistics for variables related to test scores 
Variable Minimum Maximum Median Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
    Pre-test Score (CAVE) 5.00 10.0 8.50 8.32 1.43 
    Post-test Score (CAVE) 7.00 10.0 9.00 8.94 0.919 
    Pre-test Score (Portable) 5.00 10.0 9.00 8.74 1.37 
    Post-test Score (Portable) 6.00 10.0 10.0 9.21 1.18 
    Non-VR Participant 8.00 10.0 10.0 9.52 0.593 
 
Table 5-3. Comparison of means for participants with different VR techniques. 
Variable 
Difference in Mean Score 
(Post-Test – Pre-Test) 
Degrees of Freedom t-score 
CAVE Test Score 0.620* 66 2.12 
Portable Test Score 0.420 36 1.14 
Variable 
Difference in Mean Score 
(CAVE – Portable) 
Degrees of Freedom t-score 
Pre-Test Score 0.41 51 1.04 
Post-Test Score 0.27 51 0.86 
Note: *Significance, two tailed: p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 
Table 5-4. Comparison of means between VR users and non-users. 
Variable 
Difference in Mean Score 
(Non-VR User – VR User) 
Degrees of Freedom t-score 
Pre-Test Score (CAVE) 1.40*** 45 4.13 
Post-Test Score (CAVE) 0.605* 45 2.67 
Variable 
Difference in Mean Score 
(Non-VR User – VR User) 
Degrees of Freedom t-score 
Pre-Test Score (Portable) 0.763* 39 2.25 
Post-Test Score (Portable) 0.289 39 0.97 
Note: *Significance, two tailed: p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001  
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5.4.3.2 Q2: How do these models affect a student's ability to visualize or identify 
structural engineering phenomena?  
Based on observations of the students as they used the virtual reality tools, there appeared to be 
several different factors that influenced their ability to visualize and identify the structural 
engineering concepts. When asked to identify a shape by the instructor, many students hesitated, 
waited for the animation to complete more than one cycle, made the motion of the deforming 
column with their hand or described the motion they were seeing in a questioning tone, before 
providing a direct answer as to the type of buckling they were seeing. This behavior seemed to 
indicate that the animation and not just the final state of the column shape was pivotal in helping 
the student understand the buckling behavior.  
Students also commented to the instructor about the colors drawing their eyes to behavior that 
helped them identify the type of buckling. For example, one student commented while pointing 
to two different columns in the VR space, “I can tell the difference between the column 
undergoing weak-axis buckling and the one undergoing web local buckling because of the stress 
concentrations on the web.” These colors highlighted the differences in deformed shapes that 
were more nuanced and not discernable immediately or without rotating about the structural 
members.  
Many students who hesitated to respond to the instructor’s questions about identifying the 
buckling behavior would also navigate around the structural member before replying. After 
navigating around or being guided by the instructor to view a particular column from a certain 
vantage point, several utterances of “Oh” or “I see” were made by the students, followed by a 
correct declaration of the type of buckling behavior.  The combination of being able to interact 
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with the models by viewing them from several angles appeared to elicit insight or sudden 
comprehension of the column behavior.  
While looking at the deforming members, a few students expressed conflicting mental images 
with what they were seeing with comments like, “it’s not what I imagined it looked like when it 
was described in class,” or “I didn’t think flange local buckling looked like that.” Correcting 
misconceptions based on the way the concepts are described in class or displayed in a 2D format 
occurred based on observations of the students interacting with the VR tools. 
5.4.3.3 Q3: How are these tools perceived by both the students and instructor in terms 
of their impact on student learning? 
One student who was interviewed described the virtual reality experience as, “… a very useful 
tool. Not only because of the aide itself, but because it’s so instantaneous, you can learn 
something right then. You can see it. It’s not trying to imagine and confuse things and muddle 
them together.” This idea, articulated in different ways, was echoed by several students – in 
essence, students felt that experiencing a spatial phenomenon in a spatial environment was useful 
in adding to their knowledge of the subject. Two of the students interviewed, who struggled on 
the pre-test, expressed difficulty extrapolating a 2D version of the phenomenon into 3D space, 
and stated that “seeing the whole entire member, rather than just the cross-section” helped them 
approach the post-test with more confidence and a better appreciation for buckled shapes. Some 
of the difficulties with these complex spatial arrangements were also expressed as projections 
onto other people, meaning the student did not feel they had an issue understanding the concept, 
but would project onto their cohort, perceived difficulties that they felt the VR models helped 




While many students made general statements about improvements or better understanding in 
their ability to identify or visualize buckled shapes, several of them associated these benefits with 
their ability to interact with the model (i.e. maneuver around it), the colors accentuating 
important features, and being able to communicate with the guide about concepts discussed in 
class while viewing the models.  
Several students surveyed and those interviewed remarked on the advantage of being able to see 
this dynamic process actually occurring. While Tversky et al. (2002) commented that animations 
tend to not actually be useful when compared with a static version of the same phenomenon even 
if it is conveying a change over time as is the case with the topic studied here, students indicated 
that had the virtual reality model been paused at the point where buckling had occurred, it would 
not be as useful to them as seeing the process occurring. Tversky et al. (2002) mentions that 
interactivity, i.e. the ability to zoom in, change perspectives, and alter the speed of the animation, 
may overcome the difficulties of perception and comprehension that may arise from using 
animations versus static models. It appears the hypothesis of Tversky et al. (2002) is valid as 
students on average showed quantitative and expressed qualitative improvement in 
understanding the concept and attributed this improvement to their ability to interact with the 
animated process. Since this interactivity is an integral part of the VR models developed in this 
study, a careful comparison will be undertaken in future deployments so that students will be 
able to directly compare static versions of the models with animated ones and the usefulness of 
animations in teaching complex spatial arrangements can be explicitly addressed to determine if 
the interactivity or the animation is the key contributor to student learning.  
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While many commented on how useful the interaction and animation was for helping them 
visualize or identify buckled shapes, a few struggled to get a good command of the controls that 
allowed them to interact with the model. This is an issue that can be addressed by additional prep 
before entering the CAVE-like environment and future improvements in technology associated 
with VR environments. Use of the Portable VR devices also eliminates this issue as the instructor 
is guiding the students through the environment. One student described the experience as being 
“in a world that’s controlled by the instructor where you actually get to see what’s going on in 
his mind.”  This student also stated, “It was easier having [the instructor] guide because he could 
talk through the shapes at the same time as we were moving along and we were all on the same 
page.” The quantitative results indicate that use of the manual control (CAVE) and automated 
control (Portable) did not result in a difference in the average post-test scores between the two 
groups as was found in Ragan et al. (2012). This is likely due to the fact that this was not a time 
sensitive exercise and the VR environment was used for conceptual understanding as opposed to 
memorization of facts.  
Comparison of the fully immersive CAVE-like environment with the less immersive Portable 
device indicates that they are comparable in terms of improving student understanding. This is 
consistent with the results from Schnabel and Kvan (2003) indicating that studying a 3D concept 
in a 3D environment improves spatial understanding. This is also useful information in terms of 
implementing these tools for other concepts in classrooms of various sizes as the Portable 
devices are more cost and time efficient in conveying the desired information to an entire 
classroom. 
The perceived relation among these recurring patterns is summarized in Figure 5-14 beginning 
with students expressing difficulties with the material and ending with an improved perception of 
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their spatial abilities related to the subject matter. This general theory of how the proposed 
intervention is supplementing the traditional method of teaching the material to help improve 
students ability to understand complex spatial arrangements is supported by the current data.  
 
Figure 5-14. Relation among the patterns identified in the data. 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The presented virtual reality models provide a unique learning tool to be used in the classroom 
when explaining complex spatial concepts.  The versatility of these tools is evident by the ease 
with which the models can be modified and expanded to include the desired behavior or concept. 
These models also present an economical and time efficient method of conveying concepts to 
students at universities where lab space or physical structures are unavailable. 
This mixed methods study addresses the use of virtual reality tools in the classroom and how 
they can aide in improving student understanding of multifaceted spatial arrangements. A simple 
multiple choice test to check for understanding of the concept was developed based on the 
knowledge of instructors with significant years of experience teaching the concepts. Simple tests 
of significance comparing pre and post-test mean scores of participants and non-participants 
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the model, watch the 
animation of a life-size, 
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Students report improved 




indicates that students on average improved their test score and thus their understanding of the 
concept. Instructors felt that their ability to communicate the material was improved with the 
virtual reality tools. Observations, surveys, and interviews all indicated that students believed 
they had a better grasp of the concept following the virtual reality experience. Future work 
includes improving the tools used to measure student understanding and further investigating the 
benefits of interaction versus animation. Deployment of different spatial concepts using the 
virtual reality tools should also be undertaken to further validate if the general theory on how 
student understanding is improving from this models is reasonable. 
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CHAPTER 6  
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 SUMMARY 
This dissertation explores the behavior of steel columns under various states of damage and 
extreme loading conditions. Computational and analytical techniques are used to quantify the 
axial resistance of steel columns that have undergone local flange damage as well as explore the 
behavior of steel columns under combined axial and lateral loading schemes. Virtual reality 
column buckling models are also created and their impact on student learning is evaluated using 
quantitative and qualitative methods. More details regarding these specific areas are summarized 
below. 
6.1.1 Behavior of Locally Flange Damaged Steel Columns 
The strength and stability of steel columns that have suffered localized damage is investigated 
through analytical and computational means. An analytical model based on the Rayleigh-Ritz 
technique is employed in conjunction with detailed finite element models that were validated 
using available experimental results. An equilibrium-based analytical model is also used to 
assess the performance of locally flange damaged steel columns. A parametric study is 
performed using the finite element models to assess the effect of location of damage, extent of 
damage, role of initial imperfection, as well as asymmetric damage on the stability of a steel 
column. Analytical and simulation results show that localized flange loss in a steel column could 
lead to a severe reduction in its axial resistance. Design guidelines utilizing commercial software 
typically found in a design office are presented to provide a practical technique for 
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approximating the results obtained using the analytical and computational models. An empirical 
model for quick use in the field is also proposed and validated with additional finite element 
models. 
6.1.2 Behavior of Steel Columns Subjected to Combined Axial and Lateral Loading  
Detailed finite element models validated with available experimental data are used to investigate 
the behavior of steel columns under a combined cyclic axial and lateral loading scheme. Local 
buckling and lateral torsional buckling appear to be reducing the column strength significantly at 
lateral drift levels lower than expected based on current AISC Seismic Design requirements, 
indicating that the current h/tw and b/t limits are not sufficient for ensuring adequate ductility. 
Statistical regression analysis is performed to determine the critical parameters affecting the 
ability of the member to carry axial compressive loads up to 4% lateral drift so that more 
effective limits can be developed for highly ductile members. The results of this analysis indicate 
that L/ry and h/tw are the most critical parameters affecting the CALR. A design aide to 
supplement the current AISC guidelines is developed based on these parameters. 
To further understand how these parameters are influencing the behavior and axial resistance of 
steel columns under a combined loading scheme, analytical and computational models are 
studied under combined monotonic axial and lateral loading schemes. A regression analysis 
using the monotonic loading protocol also indicates that L/ry and h/tw are the most critical 
parameters with L/ry dominating the behavior of the member. While the analytical model shows 
steep reductions due to damage within the cross-section, it is seen in the finite element models 
that locally buckled regions are able to support a much higher axial load than anticipated and 
removal of these elements to mimic a load path interruption is not an appropriate assumption. 
While some reduction in capacity can be attributed to interruption of the load path in locally 
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buckled regions, these regions also contribute to weakening and altering the original boundary 
conditions, further reducing the axial capacity of the member. This understanding led to the 
proposal of a modified effective length factor for predicting the capacity of members that has 
experienced a global failure mode. 
6.1.3 Visualization of Complex Spatial Arrangements using Virtual Reality 
Models that are undergoing different modes of deformation and failure are deployed in a virtual 
reality setting. This allows students and educators to immerse themselves in a 3D environment 
and enables them to fully explore a structure from all facets to better understand structural 
behavior at both the member and system level. The virtual reality environment developed allows 
users to interact with a structure through a head mounted device and hand system that can be 
deployed on a virtual reality headset such as the Oculus Rift if a CAVE-like system for complete 
immersion is unavailable. This allows the virtual reality models to be directly accessible in the 
classroom. Pre- and post-tests covering the structural engineering topic as well as surveys and 
interviews of the students using the virtual reality tools were analyzed in this mixed methods 
study. Quantitative results indicate that students were able to identify and visualize the deformed 
structural shapes more accurately after the virtual reality experience. Qualitatively, students 
expressed an improved understanding, greater enthusiasm for the topic, and a desire for other 
topics to be presented using the proposed VR tools. Both instructors and students noted the 
advantages of using virtual reality to explain and understand the deformation of complex spatial 
arrangements. Students felt they had a stronger understanding of the concept after the experience 





Major findings from this research are as follows. 
6.2.1 Behavior of Locally Flange Damaged Steel Columns 
 Analytical and computational techniques indicate that local flange damage can severely 
reduce the axial capacity of steel column members. As long as damage has occurred the 
reduced capacity is relatively insensitive to the amount of damage along the length of the 
column. 
 The capacity of the damaged column relative to its original capacity is primarily a 
function of the ratio of the cross-sectional area in the damaged segment to the area of the 
undamaged cross-section. The trend correlating these two ratios was insensitive to the 
type of cross-section studied. 
 The proposed simplified design model affords practicing engineers a method by which 
they can reasonably estimate the residual capacity of a locally damaged column. 
 An empirical model is derived and enables a quick, but reliable assessment of the residual 
capacity of locally flange damaged steel columns in the field. 
6.2.2 Behavior of Steel Columns Subjected to Combined Axial and Lateral Loading  
 Steel columns subjected to a combined axial and cyclic loading scheme are experiencing 
local and lateral-torsional buckling effects that are reducing their strength significantly at 
drift levels much lower than expected based on current AISC seismic design 
requirements. This indicates that the current requirements are not conservative. 
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 Statistical analysis indicates that the web width-to-thickness ratio and unbraced length to 
radius of gyration play the most significant role in predicting the critical axial load ratio 
provided the current AISC flange width-to-thickness seismic requirements are satisfied. 
 The ability to predict the amount of load under which a column can still be expected to 
perform as a highly ductile member (i.e. be able to support the applied axial load up to 
4% drift) is made possible with the proposed design aide.  
 Additional studies using the monotonic drift-then-load protocol indicate that while an 
increase in the lateral drift ratio decreases the final axial load capacity, it is relatively 
insignificant compared to the effect of increasing the initial axial load. 
 Axial shortening is well correlated to the amount of local buckling present in a member. 
Reducing the amount of local buckling with limits on slenderness parameters will 
therefore limit the amount of axial shortening. 
 The assumption that local buckling in hot rolled sections is as severe of a load path 
interruption as removal of the flange or web elements is invalid. While there is a slight 
reduction due to an interruption of the load path, locally buckled regions are still able to 
transfer a considerable amount of the axial load. 
 While the load path interruption is minor, local buckling under a combined loading 
scheme also alters and weakens the boundary conditions leading to a reduction in the 




6.2.3 Visualization of Complex Spatial Arrangements using Virtual Reality 
 Static and dynamic virtual reality models can be created in CAD or finite element 
software environments and used as supplemental tools in undergraduate steel design 
courses.  
 Qualitative and quantitate results indicate that the virtual reality tools created help 
improve student understanding of buckled shapes. These tools can be modified and 
expanded upon to address a variety of complex structural configurations. 
6.3 FUTURE WORK 
The work presented in this dissertation provides the groundwork for several different research 
directions. The suggested areas of research are described in detail below.  
6.3.1 Behavior of Locally Web-Damaged Steel Columns 
While the work here focused on the behavior of steel columns subjected to local flange damage, 
the computational and analytical techniques could be extended to address local web damage. 
Since local flange damage can cause a severe reduction in the axial capacity of the member, it 
would be prudent to know the effect of local damage to the web which can result from corrosion 
or removal for electrical or HVAC equipment access in existing structures. 
6.3.2 Behavior of Steel Columns Subjected to Combined Axial and Cyclic Loading  
The effect of different loading protocols and boundary conditions at the member level need to be 
explored to ensure the versatility of the proposed design aides in adequately predicting steel 
column behavior under a combined axial and reversed lateral loading scheme. 
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Additional studies to determine the role that local, flexural, and lateral-torsional buckling at the 
member level play in promoting vertical progressive collapse of seismically loaded steel 
moment-resisting frames would also be greatly beneficial. 
Using detailed finite element models of the sort utilized here, an incremental dynamic analysis 
(IDA) framework could be utilized to identify and quantify the degree of collapse resistance of 
full structural systems to selected ground motions.  The proposed IDAs would be more 
sophisticated than those commonly found in the literature because the developed finite element 
models will be able to explicitly account for member deterioration and separation in a 
comprehensive and realistic manner. Previous IDAs were typically based on plastic hinge 
analysis in which local and global instabilities were not accounted for and therefore they could 
not fully address progressive collapse vulnerability in the same manner as the proposed 
simulations. 
The information gained from the system level studies would provide valuable information for 
how much lateral restraint is needed to ensure good column behavior under extreme seismic 
events. It would also provide reasonable levels of axial loads that should be applied as well as 
cyclic loading schemes in both vertical and lateral directions for future experimental testing. 
6.3.3 Visualization of Complex Spatial Arrangements using Virtual Reality 
The virtual reality tools presented provide a platform for additional concepts in the field of civil 
engineering to be addressed using these methods. The results of the qualitative study indicate the 
characteristics of the models that students felt contributed most to their increased understanding 
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